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Air conditioning and new heating
system coming to Carter Hall
Heather Honaker
Staff writer

The main draw back of Carter
Hall—its
conditioningHall-its lack ofair conditioning—
is on its way to being obliterated.
· Covenant estimates that within the
next five years the building will be
folly
fully equipped with a new heating
and air conditioning system.
“Installing
"Installing a new system into
tenn
Carter has always been a long term
dream, but with the system failfail
ing, it is now seen as an opporoppor
tune time to look a little harder at
improvements:· said
making the improvements,"
OpRobert Veal,
Veal. Maintenance & Op
erations HVAC technician and
lhe project.
overseer of the
inA new boi'er
boi;er has been in
stalled to
lo continue with steam heat
fowinter. but fu
in the building this winter,
111 include a different
plans,,
l ure plans
ture
will
I11stall;1tem. Installa
kind of heating sys
system.
halltion of heating units in the hall
remo\'al of
allm, the removal
ways
\\"ill allow
\\ ays will
When
rooms .."When
radiators from the rooms.
everything
done. there
e,·el)'!hing is said and done,
will be both heat and fresh air
rooms ... Veal said
pumped up to the rooms."
The pipes will
nm up to all
\\ill run
the floors through an old laundry
laundl)'

shoot that goes from the fifth floor
to the basement, thus limiting the
construction in the halls and
rooms. The laundry chute has
been out of use for many years
and has proven to be a valuable
asset in the new project.
Engineers have inspected the
building, but Covenant is still
waiting on a bid from the contrac
contractor. After they get an acceptable
_bid, the plan to install heating and
air conditioning into Carter over
the next three to five years will
commence.
conunence.
The first floor affected by the
project will be the fifth, purely for
financial reasons. Bob Harbert,
Harbert.
Vice President of Administration
and Finance,
Finance. said that the entire
project
prnjccl would cost an estimated
fi, ·e-~ car plan
mi Ilion . In the five-year
$1.5
$1 5 million
to
iuition. this project is
lo increase tuition,
one example
hat Covenant
CoYcnant is
what
e:--ample of w
\\ilh a portion
planning on doing with
funds . Since the increase
1he funds.
of the
o,-cr a
,,ill be occurring over
of funds will
period of five years,
years. the whole
project cannot be financed at
once.
size. the
Because of its smaller size,
fifth floor will
firsl hall to
lhe first
\\.ill be the

"In
receive a new heating system. “In
the first year, there will be the
smallest amount of capital and we
rewant to have the most visible re
sults,”
sults," Veal commented, adding
that, "it
“it will be better to do all of
second."
fifth than, say, half of second.”
secIn the second year, the sec
ond, third and fourth floors will
receive iiew
hew heating equipment.
Then within the following three
to five years, an air cooling sys
system will be installed throughout
the entire building. The construcconstruc
tion in all phases of the project
sumwill hopefully occur over the sum
mer months.
inOnce the air system is in
stalled.
stalled, the rooms right next to the
elevator on all floors—263,
floors-263, 363,
me563- will be used as me
463 and 563—will
chanical rooms to store the air and
heating units in and will no longer
house students. After hearing the
probability of losing her room,
room.
which under the plan will become
a mechanical closct.
closet. freshman
It ·s
commented, ..“It’s
Brooke Cone commented.
worth the air conditioning,
but
it
conditioning.
cry_,.
to
want
me
makes
cry."
. Residents of Carter Hall are
getting very excited about the new
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Jennica Jardine celebrates the end of Carter's antiquated heating system

heating and air conditioning,
conditioning.
though it will probably be only
possibly
the freshman
freshm an and possibly

sophomores of the current student
sh1dent

see Heating, page 4

New sewage treatment plan means end of ha-ha plant
Maclellan residents breathe a sigh of relief
Christina E. Jones
Guest writer
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M ac le lla n ’s-eye
o v e n a n t’s longtim
e o
lfacto ry nemesis
nem esis
olfactory
longtime
Covenant's
view _of C
's-e ye view
Maclellan

Cherith Johnson

.. ha-ha"
Mimnm.
Mmmm. the fresh smell of "ha-ha"
darly greets the noses of Maclellan Hall
daily
residents on their way to classes.
classes. How
However. once plans for a new sewage sys
system are complete. Covenant College
students will have to say goodbye to the
home.
stench that once wafted near their home.
The existing system of waste
man\\aste man
agement at Covenant
CoYenant College consists of
an open-air tank,
c:--posing its contents
tank . exposing
to the noses and sight of those in the
area. The new
sy stem. on
011 the other hand,
hand.
ne\\· system.
runs completely underground in pipes.
pipes.
inspec"The new method eliminates state inspec
tions and the cost of hiring a sew
SC\\ age plant
operator."
C'O\operator. .. according to Dale Lee. Cov
director.
enant
College ·s Physical Plant director
cnant College's

e:--does come at a greater ex
Though it docs
won ·1
pense,
building the system won't
ofbuilding
pense. the cost of
be a burden to future students
students. One of the
school
allowance for its
school'ss boards made an allo\\ance
construction as a component of the new
constmction
Maclellan Hall budget
yet a
budget. There is not vet
definite dollar figure because the engineer
has not
sysn~t finalized plans for the sewage sys
tem. However,
estiarc esti
the total costs are
Howe\'er. .."the
mated at about $$150.000.
150.000. a sum that can be
l\1aclcllan
covered
e:--isting funds in the Maclellan
by existing
co,·cred bv
Adn1inisbudget,
says Vice President of Adminis
budget. .. savs
Harbert
tration and Finance. Bob Harbert
This sewage
ne\\
onh new
1101 only
system is not
sc\\age s>stem
to C'O\
Covenant
entire
n
IO\\ 11
ire tow
bu! to the enl
College. but
enanl College,
of Lookout Mountain as well
The
new
n~'"
well.
nH1ted
Lookout sanitation system is to be routed
li)r
line~ for
ci1, lines
Ch;111anooga cit\
e:--isting Chattanooga
into the existing

Sewers , page 4
see Sewers,
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the page of boxes
photojournalism:
Pranks and photojournalism:
bagpipe archive 2.18.83

it’s something I
I am a compulsive mail-checker. I think it's
picked up, like a pathological condition, in my earliest days
at Covenant. At that time, when I was only a stranger here,
thou
my joys and sorrows had much more to do with three thousand miles away than they did with Lookout Mountain. So
I began to haunt my mailbox in hopes of:finding
of finding something
that would make me feel connected with someone somesome
where far away.
I’ve had three years to build friendships here
By now I've
that have in many ways supplanted my dependence on
those tenuous US Postal Service byways.
byways. And of course,
these
these. days much of my mail-checking is of an electronic
nature, and has relatively little to do with space and time.
time.
and
gnarled
tack then grew
But the habits I nourished back
there’s no longer any real need for
tenacious, and though there's
it, I still relish hitting the mailroom and swaggering up to
sturdy, familiar box number 217, turning my shiny chrome
what’s due me.
me.
key in its heavy brass lock, and claiming what's
I mention this because as editor of a print analog, I
receive a lot of mail that I would never have otherwise been
“junk-mail,” but, on acac
able to enjoy. Some might call it ''.junk-mail,"
count of the idiosyncrasy I've
I’ve described above, I've
I’ve come
to rather treasure the stuff. I have trouble throwing any of it
away, and dusty, useless stacks of it clutter the Bagpipe
office, like the weird hoard of some misguided miser.
Each letter or packet I receive, you see, marks the
completion of a sort of mystic circuit: My own mindless,
compl.etion
the equally mindmind
automatonic mailroom behavior is met by the
less behavior of ad reps and PR folk in mailrooms all over
the country.
country It's
It’s uncanny, a synchronicity of stupidity. They
don’t send me things because they know me, or because they're
diey’re
don't
they send
lonely, or even because they think that these things they'
They’re merely going through the motions, the
good They're
are any good.
same way I do almost every day. And thus meets the twain.
Often, these correspondences are harmless, impersonal
I’m addressed with playful salutations like "Dear
“Dear
notes. I'm
Media Representative,"
Representative,” or "Trusted
“Trusted Media Friend,"
Friend,” and
I’m
firings that
I'm told in variegated manner about all sorts of things
various interests hope I will print in my analog. Through all
of it, I've
I’ve never thought ofbothering
of bothering any one of my readers
ofit,
with a single whisper of it-it's
it—it’s dreary meaninglessness,
useful only inasmuch as it fills my mailbox every day.
But recently I felt the need to excerpt one letter that I
received a few days ago. It was accompanied by a disc of
“Christian swing"
swing” music: “Just
"Just in time for the swing music
"Christian
craze hitting college campuses everywhere
everywhere...
it’s The Swing
.. .it's
Set, Featuring the Old School Jet Set, with the velvety
smooth, honey sweet sounds of vintage swing and jazz
you’ve been waiting for."
for.” The letter goes on to say that
you've
“sounds” are both “classics
"classics of the church and
these "sounds"
originals,” and provides some "digits"
“digits” should anyany
swanky originals,"
“want to learn more about this snappy smooth project.”
project."
one "want
I share all this because it made me laugh with increduincredu
lity and dismay at the thought that this sort of marketing
approach might ever elicit a positive response, even in the
cheesiest Christian marketplace. But I welcomed the humor
all the same, because even if it was insidious, it was also
quite silly, and as another Christian record company has
“It’s always nice when an
assured me in a recent mailing, "It's
re
spiritual with the silly."
silly.” I think they'
they’re
artist can balance the spiriqial
right; we all need a good dose of silli
s i l l i e ssnow
now and then. Or
do we?
dowe?
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Unidentified VW
bug in Carter lobby. The frontpage
13,.
front page of Bagpipe on February 13,
VWbug·in
1983 consisted of this photo, with the headline, "Housekeeping
“Housekeeping Battles Bugs in
Lobby!” Below the photo was a caption reading,
"But seriously, this kind of
reading, “But
Lobby!"
prank Auto be bahned!”
bahned!" That was the whole of the news section that issue.
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Slobbery appeals to
some idealized past

bagpipe is aa student-funded and operated
operated
print analog to the multifarious experience
experience
of what is
cov:
"the cov
Is commonly referred to as “the
enant community.”
reflecis
community." as such, bagpipe reflects
and is a reflection of the kaleidoscope that
happens when people come together to glo
glorify God
learnir.g
Goel in a college environment, learning
to think and feel under the general rubric of
of
service to Christ,
Christ. paradoxically, none of the
opinions expressed herein are necessarily
representative of the college or its student
student
body,
discourse:
body. send letters and other discourse:
do
c/o covenant college
14049 scenic hwy
lookout mtn. GA 30750
(706) 820-1560 ext. 1602
fax (706)820-2165
(706) 820-2165
bagpipe<g>covenant.edu
bagpipe@covenant.edu

The golden age of
collegiate tomfoolery
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Looking fo
forr a few good sen,ate
senate candidates
The clock on the corner of the screen
reads 77:29
:29 a.m. Still groggy from a good
night's
night’s sleep, I stare dazedly at the screen
and think about what needs to be said. I
feel like Abraham Lincoln in the Oval OfOf
fice working on my presidential journal. I
am going to miss this place!
Last week Becca Norman and I finally
cleaned the senate office.
office. Behind one of
the desks we found piles of trash and
.. .
and...
three ARA cups!
cups\ Even -my
my own senate
doesn
't heed the articles I write! Flabberdoesn’t
Flabber
gasted, I wrote a note on the senate bullebulle
tin board that reads, "If
“If anyone dares to
throw trash or ARA cups on the floor again
they will end up liaison to all of the clubs."
clubs.”
I also ask you to help ine
me apprehend the
violators.
violators. If you ever see a senate member
walking out of the Great Hall with an ARA
cup please report them
them to me at
peck@covenant.edu.
peck@covenant.edu.
Anyway, what I really want to talk
about today is the upcoming election, loomloom
ing over us in the not-so-distant future
future..
March 1 and 2 you will hear speeches and
elect a new student senate to represent you
through the 1999-2000 school year.
year. The
elections are earlier this year because our
senate d_ecided
decided that the incoming senate
deserves a little more time to train before
coming into office, particularly due to Y2K
and El Nino. Training is essential as many
current senate members can attest to, just

important. The CAB
now (as the year draws to a close) feeling nization are extremely
extremely__important.
aQd organizes
o~-&;!lnizes the campuscomfortable in our respective positions.
· . director creates and
positions.
The greatest challenge of elections is _ . wide social activities
activities't calendar for the
the··
you
are
creative,
organized,
a·
locating candidat~s,
Convinced
that
this
school.
If
c::t,,1Jive,
candidates.
this
a people-lover this
dearth of candidates does not stem from a · , .good delegator and ..,{
you. The .
complete lack ofleadership
p9;sition for you.
of leadership in the Covenant ·, might be the right position
Ministries facilitates all
all'
community, I want to encourage all of you .. Director of Student Mini~tries
campus ministries as well
to consider candidacy and think about othoth of the on and off camplJ.S
ers who might make good members of next as assisting
a~sisting in the planning of chapels and
encouraging inyear's
•
year’s senate.
senate.
volvem
ent in
con
As you conC
volvement
■ ■ !
local
churches.
this opportuopportu
sider tbis
•
churches.
from your Charisma and
nity, keep these
things in mind.
student senate experience with
min
Each position
Covenant minesistries are es
possesses
a
unique character and your success as a sential. The class presidents split time
acsenator depends, on many ways, on the between class duties (planning class ac
tivities
and
f,}cilitating
dialogue)
and
senfacilitating
sen
match between you and your position.
position, The
(representing the classes
president is the visionary who provides didi ate duties (representing
commitsenate. Because the presipresi concerns and serving on various commit
rection for the senate.
dent acts as the main voice of the student tees). People willing to dress like a banana
presidents.
body, wmmunications
communications skills are essential. generally make good class presidents.
So why .should
should you run? Beyond a
The vice-president is the organizer and deldel
First,
egator 9f
of senate. Hardworking over-achievover-achiev general altruism, many reasons exist. First,
the
student
senate
provides
a
forum
for
ers generally make good vice-presidents.
that
learnpractical
application
of
all
you
are
learn
The treasurer, obviously, handles all of the
communication,
ing about service, unity, communication,
financial affairs of the senate. Accounting i!,J.g
leadership
Also,
senate work
and
skills.
Also.
savvy and good Excel skills are trementremen
interdously helpful. The secretary does all of provides an awesome opportunity to inter
Covsenate. act with the very gifted members of Cov
the paper work and odd jobs of the senate.
Since the bylaws demand promptness in enants faculty, staff and administration and
all of his or her tasks, discipline and orga
orga- to make a difference in the direction they

ton-pac
A ction-packed_
f
excitement!
XCltement.
•• • •
•

are leading this school into the twenty-first
century.
century. Senate work also provides a sense
of camaraderie.
camaraderie. Working with senate, I have
wouldn ' t
made some great friends that I wouldn’t
don 't forhave met any other way. Finally, don't
for
don' t hurt on
get that leadership activities don’t
the old resume.
The primary excuse people give for not
don' t have
running for senate is that they don’t
Admittedly, this can be a legitimate
time. Admittedly,
excuse, but sometimes I wonder. Consider
senate as a substitute job. Each senator
receives a stipend and scholarships which,
which,
whr1l I earned ·
at least in my case, far outstrip what
in the work study program or any other 1015 hours-per-week job for that matter.
One final warning though - don’t
don't do it
resume.
just for the money or the improved resume.
Without a sense of calling, senate work can
be the most frustrating aspect of your CovCov
~xperience. Senators generally work
enant experience.
i x and ten hours per week and
between s_
six
sometimes those hours fall at inconvenient
times.
costs.
times. Count the costs.
So, in conclusion, I encourage you to
think, pray, and talk to us! By the time this
think,
article is printed, candidate packets should
be available in the Student Development
Development
Office. If you have any questions please
Office.
find or email me.
Sincerely,
rob peek
peck

The
The heart-wrenching
heart-wrenching tale
tale of the Magnificent Nothing
David Kaufmann
Staff writer
Things happen in ·st.
St. Louis, big things
happen in St. Louis. The arch towers and
Drewes’' concretes please, ForFor
sways, Ted Drewes
est Park was born to host the World Fair in
1904 which boasted of the first waffle cone
that we continue to enjoy in the Great Hall,
the Budweiser brewery continues to propro
duce a beverage that is the laughing stock
in all of Europe, Grant's
Grant’s Farm moos and
Cardi
oinks, the Botanical Gardens grow, Cardinals games provided the hottest ticket last
season (not be.cause
because they could steal
Benjam in Mark
M ark
bases), the house of Benjamin
fascinatCollison sits, the zoo is free and fascinat
ing, .tthe
he Lewis and Clark expedition began
there, and all the while the Mississippi River
has kept peace between the East and the
West. Good rivers make good neighbors;
the lack of a good dividing river was and is
the South
the cause of animosity between the
and the North. Big things are in store for all
St.
of us in St. Louis, and mine was huge. St
Louis made me fall in love, madly in love,
but only for a short time. Yeah, it was brief,
but man, was it real
real.. At least I thought it

was real; this one is a heartbreaker, so have
a tissue handy. Let me start at the beginbegin
ning. This is a love story and I had a huge
face..
smile on my face
Some time during the academic heat of
any
last semester when it was insane to do anything but study, I and my trusty sidekick
cousin, Jane Belz, traveled to St
St. Louis to
watch the Cardinals play ball. Mark
McGwire needed only one homer to tie
Travel
Roger Maris, so we took a chance. Travelling time included, we were gone for twentysix hours, a short part of which I was in
love. I had to finish my shift at the Southside
Grill where I was making plenty of money;
Gnll
jf you want to make plenty of money don't
don’t
if
work for someone who doesn't
doesn’t have plenty,
plenty—
rather work for someone who has plentythen they will share plenty with you. AnyAny
the needs of
how, I finished tending to the'
Chattanooga’s uppercrust around midnight
Chattanooga's
and met Jane in the Carter circle armed with
music, coffee, and adventure. We hit
. loud music;
the road by 11:00
:00 a.m. and after hitting an
pig’s feet
opossum, chatting with Gwen the pig's
pusher, viewing the aftermath of a horrible
Greyhound acciclent,
accident, and becoming really
we ar
familiar with the Chemical Brothers, wear-

sur
rived in St. Louis at 8:00 a.m.
a.m. This is a love
We took our seats in left field
fi eld surstory and the prospect of seeing McGwire rounded by fans of interesting sorts
sorts.. A man
hit a homer put a huge smile on my face.
face .
dressed up as a clown sat to my left holdhold
This is an aside:
aside: the people who use ing a John 3:16
3: 16 sign, a large woman with
the south stairwell in the library have
hav~ to hair on her left shoulder was in front.
front, and a
endure a leaky roof every time it rains. Why? few seats to my right was an avid Cubs fan
Does the library not get any money?
who wasn’t
wasn ' t as avid after being doused
dot1sed with
Jane 's house a beer by a Cards fan who had too many
After a four-hour nap at Jane’s
and a sizeable lunch, we headed for Busch beers.
beers. First inning.
inning. McGwire, nothing. Third
Seventh inning
Stadium. Little did I know that within the inning. McGwire, nothing. Seventl1
M cGwire stepped
stepped up to the
walls of the stadium I would find love. The and McGwire
plate __ .there
.there she was! I saw her from a dis
disanticipation of being a part of history was plate..
evident in every person scuriying
scurrying to the tance at first but I still could make out how
was. She floated along in slow
appropriate gate, as well as in those who beautiful she was.
would pay any dollar for a coveted ticket. · motion, or so it seemed, from person to
Fortunately my uncle hooked us up with person taking care of her job in the stasta
McGwire 's power alley, right dium. I was in love. Then she floated down
seats right in McGwire’s
her; she was
next to the famous Big Mac Land. Jane and toward McGwire and he hit her;
Car
I waited for our friends at the statue of Car
knocked down the third base line at blaz
.knocked
blazdinal great, Stan Musial. Then was the first ing speed easily landing over the outfield
time a statue spoke to me; Stan assured me fence.
fence . I leapt to my feet yelping for joy giv
givthat I would be satisfied and that my trek ing high fives to everyone, even the Cubs
would not lead to fruitless ends.
ends. Jane fan.
history. But soon
fan . I had just witnessed history.
wouldn't
wouldn’t believe that a ·statue
statue had talked I realized the one I had fallen in love with
to me. Let me assure you, it spoke to me in hadn’t
hadn' t set history at all. She was a foul ball.
ball.
Dr. Dennison's,
Dennison’s, but much Stan had lied to me. But, for a brief period,
a voice similar to Di.
period,
Stan’s as
as- I was in love with a magnificent nothing
deeper. This is a love story and Stan's
surance put a big smile on my face.
with a huge smile on my face.
face .
0
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Television to arrive soon
be outfitted with news channels
Mailroom to be.
Dora Mugerwa
Sarah Hopson
Staff writers

.Collins
Compiled by Ben Christmann and Kim
Kim.Collins

in Alps
Destructive storms rage .in

\

UPI—Wednesday,
Wednesday, February 10
UPIStorms in the French Alps have caused two major avalanches in Chamonix, destroying
many chalets and resorts and killing at least 10 people. Heavy snow in Switzerland,
Switzerland,
Austria and Germany has forced many to evacuate and left thousands stranded.

Passengers still missing in Indonesia
UPI—Wednesday,
UPI-Wednesday, February 10
312 passengers are still missing from a boat that sank February 7 near Borneo. The boat
went down in stormy seas after two water pumps on the boat failed.

ATO
to-join
join ·N
NATO
Hungary eager to
UPI—Wednesday,
UPI- Wednesday, February 10
NATO. Hungary is expected to join on
Hungarian officials voted overwhelmingly to join NATO.
Poland.
the fiftieth anniversary of NATO along with the Czech Republic and Poland.

Clinton’s acquittal
Senate votes for Clinton's
Reuters-Friday, February 12
Reuters—Friday,
The Senate acquitted President Clinton of impeachment charges for perjury and obob
“Five Republicans senators
struction of justice after 13 months of political turmoil. "Five
joined the 45 Democrats in opposing the obstruction ofjustice charge, which failed on a
45-55."
vote. Five more Republicans voted against the perjury charge, which failed 45-55.”
50-50 vote.
A 67-vote
67 -vote majority was needed to remove him from office. A vote to allow a debate on
56-43,, also failing to get the 67-vote
67- vote majority
majority.
censure received 56-43

Gun makers protected by new Georgia law
Reuters—Wednesday, February 10
Reuters-Wednesday,
Georgia passed a law last Tuesday making it illegal for cities and counties to sue gun
makers in damage lawsuits. This was passed shortly after the city of Atlanta attempted
injuto sue 15 manufacturers and 2 trade groups because of recent crimes, deaths, and inju
ries rnvolving
involving handguns.

Mid-AmericaReformed
ReformedSemlnarv
Seminary
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www.m
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Soon there will be a new addition to
mailroom
the C
arter m
ailroom .. Recently, the
Carter
President’s
President 's Council approved Student
Senate’s
Senate's proposal to place a TV in the
commons.
commons. The TV will have a special
broadcast package, containing only ten
TY,
news channels, including CNN, Court TV,
CSPAN and others.
It is the hope of the Senate and the
Student Development office that the TV
will facilitate awareness of current events
"The purpose
bqdy. “The
within the student body.
Covof putting up this TV is to inform the Cov
enant community, especially the students
events," said Dr. Petcher,
of news and world events,”
member of the President's
President’s Council.
Raymond 's hope that the
It is Dean Raymond’s
ofbeing
TV will not only promote a sense of
being
more connected with the outside but that
be
it will also promote greater interaction between students.
students. He expressed this hope
“It will be interesting to see stustu
saying, "It
dents from all majors talking about events
going on in the world.”
world."
lookFaculty and students both are look
TV Student
ing forward to the all-news TV.
Association President Rob Peck said that
he is "excited that students will have the
opportunity in community to watch the
news and follow both national and inter
international events."
Dr. Rulon added his support of the
idea saying that he believed the TV would
“positive impact" on the student
have a "positive
body. He went on to say that it is
his "hope
“hope that students will take
advantage of this opportunity
opportunity.”"
The TV will be 21 inches in
size and will be housed in a lockAc
, able ceiling mounted cabinet. Access for an eighteen-inch satellite

Covchannels. Cov
dish will provide the news channels.
enant will subscribe to news networks
captioned so
only.
only. The set will be closed captioncd
distracting.
as not to be distracting.
cabinet,
The initial cost for the TV,
TV. cabinet,
and dish comes from the student reaction
fees. This is a one-time fee paid by all new
students to Covenant. Student DevelopDevelop
ment will pay the $25 monthly premium to
cover the program package.
Student Association President Rob
“ideal lolo
Peck felt the mailroom to be the "ideal
cation,
c a tio n, because everyone passes
through.”
through ." Due to its very nature, the
plac
mailroom attracts a lot of traffic. By placing the TV in the mailroom, the general
consensus is that students will be able to
easily stop and catch the
th~ news before
way. Another benefit for placgoing their way.
plac
stuing the TV in the mailroom is that all stu
it.
to
dents will have equal access
brainstormThe idea resulted from a brainstorm
coning session at the annual leadership con
August, attended by
ference this past August,
leaders. along with the
ministry and club leaders,
Senate. The motivation behind the
Student Senate.
Peck. was
suggestion, according to Rob Peck,
to promote "more
“more connectedness with
world. "
outside world.”
havFrom this desire came the idea of hav
projust showed news. The pro
ing a TV that just
posal was met with enthusiasm at the
conference so Rob Peck took it to the next
level, talking to Dean Raymond who also
embraced the idea. From there the project
gathered speed and soon will become a
reality.
Not everyone shares in the excite
excitement of the coming TV, however. Some
students feel that there are more cost-ef
cost-efcom
fective ways of keeping the student com“They could just
just post
munity informed. "They
up CNN headlines in all the halls like what
hall,,is currently being
being done in Maclellan hall,"
said an anonymous student.

,

♦ When: Friday, March 12,
12,1999,8:00
1999, 8:00 am
+
to 2:00
pm
2:00pm
♦ Wht:
Who: Prospective Students
+
opportunity to runher
further
An opponunttv
•♦ What: An
examine the lord's
Lord’s vocational calling
in vourlife
your life

Call or e-mail us to reserve a space:
mars@jorsm.com
rnars@jorsm.com
219.864.2400
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Sewers, from page 1
treatment. Once the main pipelines are
constructed for the city, Covenant ColCol
lege will connect to them.
So, what is holding the project
up? To rea~h
reach the main sewage lines,
the new undergroW1d
underground prpes
need
pipes will peed
to pass under the property of several
Lookout Mountain residents. To use
the land, Covenant College must get
each of the affected property owners
to sign an easement allowing the
land. Though most
school to use their land.
residents are more than willing to help,
there are still two owners who have
“Both landowners are
not yet signed. "Both
favorable for construction, but are hesihesi

tating, ”" said Lee.
With the cooperation of Covenant
staff and skilled engineers, this project
comshould be up and running in the corn
ing year and the existing "ha-ha"
“ha-ha” plant
will be long forgotten and buried under
a parking lot.

Heating, from page 1
body who will actually benefit from the
project.
If Covenant accepts the
th e
contractor’s
's bid, some construction
contractor
could begin as soon as spring break this
th.is
beginyear with the work on fifth floor begin
ning after graduation
graduation..

bagpipe 2.19.
2.19.99
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fli·es sB
lord of the flies

Golding’s classic
c~ic aa study in depravity
Golding's
symbolic of good long-term sight
deand rational intelligence, is de
spised by almost all the boys from
the very beginning. As the story
What would happen if a bunch
moves along and as order breaks
of kids were stranded on a desert
down among the group, Piggy and
island with no adult to influence
cheerSimon, an ever optimistic and cheer
what they did or lead them? Dave
ful character, are both objects of the
that, if they were
Barry answers that,
other boys’
boys' wrath. You can see such
girls, the would share everything
a trend in our society as so often
equally and work together for the
intellipeople reject and despise intelli
good of everyone on the island, and
in
gence,
optimism,
and
rationality
they'd dress up
if they were boys, they’d
of
pursuit
of
their
animal
instincts
.
in war paint and hunt each other
, greed and selfishness.
with sticks that they had sharpened
Through the
ihe whole book, the
with their teeth.
teeth. As many students
boys are terrified by stories of a
will know, the second scenario is a
beast that roams the island.
island. Simon
William
illiam
straight up rip-off of W
exdoesn ' t ex
seems
convinced
that
it doesn’t
the
of
Golding’s
modem
Lord
o
f
classic
Golding's
ist,
but
the
other
boys
become
more
Flies .
Flies.
deteriofrightened as social order deterio
Lord ooff the Flies is a story
story' of a
rates into chaos.
chaos. Half way through
group of young boys between the
own,
the book,
book, Simon, out on his own,
ages of about six and 13 who are
has an encounter with the Lord of
stranded on a deserted island and
. the Flies, who talks to him in the
their attempts at forming a sort of
m the
head: 'T
pig 's head:
“I’m
form of a dead pig’s
resmini-society as they wait to be res
beast. Fancy'
Fancy thinking the Beast was
cued. The book’s
book 's main character.
something you could hurt and kill.
beginRalph, is elected chief at the begin
You knew.
knew, didn’t
I’m a part of
didn 't you? I'm
roand. with the help of his ro
ning and.
rm the reason it's ·aa no go?
you'I I’m
you?
intelli gent
tund but sensible and intelligent
The reason things are what they
friend. Piggy, attempts to adapt an
are?"
are?”
them
keep
will
that
society
ordered
isn ' t just
The Lord of the Flies isn't
just
resalive until they are able to be res
a
person.
name
is
supposed
to
The
person.
cued . He meets with no opposition
come from the Hebrew word
early on because,
well , everyone
because,· well,
Beelzebub. " The Lord
"“Beelzebub.”
of the Flies is the devil,
devil,
which, according to the
author, lies deep inside
every human heart. It
It’s
's
amazing ((or
or is it?) that so
many Christians reject
the idea of total deprav
depravity when it's not a hard
auconcept for a secular au
thor to grasp at all.
all.
Towards the end of
the book, almost all the
boys become savages,
savages,
led by Jack. When they .
do, the author ceases to
refer to them by their
names and calls them all
savages.
savages . It's no longer
"Samneric'',
“Roger” or “Samneric”,
"Roger"
Whatever your blood type, you
it’s
savage” . The
" that savage".
it 's “that
implication is that when
can earn up to $280 a month by
we follow our evil desires
donating life-saving plasma!
B * o - 3 »r' i c»». Inc
and give ourselves to the
Visit our friendly, modem
depravity we crave,
crave. we
3815
Rossville
Blvd.
381 5
to have individual
cease
center and find out more about
Chattanooga, TN 37407
personalities, and we
the opportunity to earn cash.
423 867-5195
867-5195
give ourselves to the
M
on.-Thurs. 6 a.in.-9
Lord of the Flies.
Flics.
a.m.-9 p.m. /I Friday 6 a.m.-8 p.m.
Mon.-Thurs.

Matthias Shapiro
Staff writer

m
fl

Unfortunately,
wants to be rescued.
rescued. Unfortunately,
as the story progresses, Jack, the
hunter for the group,
group, decides that
he doesn’t
Ralph’s decisions
doesn't like Ralph's
and doesn’t
doesn't want Ralph to lead.
This leads these two characters into
a struggle that leads toward utter
chaos.
This book isn’t
isn't just a story of
how some pre-adolescent kids are
unable to construct a permanent
and reasonable society from
scratch. That is not a hard concept
scratch.
to grasp.
grasp. What this book is really
about is the lack of innate goodness
have.
that the human race seems to have.
The whole
whqle book is highly symbolic
huand shows a great deal about hu
man nature.
nature. (Disclaimer: I am not by
any means the definitive word on
you '11
this book. Read it yourself and you’ll
get a lot more out of it.)
At the beginning, it starts out
well:
well : these boys have just come
Enwell-stmctured society in En
from a well-structured
and
is
order
what
know
gland.
gland, and
thing .
that it is probably a preferable thing.
he 's found
Ralph uses a conch that he’s
as a tool to impose order in the new
social context of the island (When
conch. he is allowed
a boy has the conch,
to speak at meetings.) But even from
the st~rt,
start, you can sense that there
someming wrong.
wrong. Piggy, who is
is somellling
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Ray Bradbury and the horror in human nature
favorite novels. The second, The
Illustrated
Man,
Man , is a collection of
Guest writer
frameI188 short stories set in the frame
nineteenth.
Shortcomings and flaws in work of the nineteenth.
Something Wicked This Way
terhuman nature create the most ter
rifying stories because they hit so Comes is the story of two boys,
close to home.
home. A master at giving Jim and Will, and the Cooger &
onium Shadow
Shadow
a simple story a truly horrific feel Dark Pandem
Pandemonium
shortcom- Show, the eeriest carnival the boys
man 's shortcom
by pointing out man’s
ings in every area of life, Ray have ever seen;
seen; a carnival that
Bradbury has written more than caters to each person’s
person's greatest
merely his famous Fahrenheit dreams or fears in order to steal
451. In addition to writing sevsev their souls.
souls. There the boys see the
Dan mirror maze, a sea of glass that can
eral other novels (such as Dandelion Wine and Green Shadows, suck one into oblivion;
oblivion; the merrywrit- go-round that runs forwards and
Whale),, Bradbury has writ
White Whale)
stories. backwards, spinning the years
ten several hundred
huridred short stories.
These stories cover a wide range~
range out and back as it does;
does; the Dust
of topics from horror to science Witch who, though blind, seems
fiction to accounts of everyday to see anyway and .traces people
al- through their feelings. Bradbury
life to blends of all three, but al
most every story deals in some spins a careful tale that points out
way with the depravity of man.
the best and the worst in each man
readers
In an attempt to give
but at the same time he avoids
who are unfamiliar with Bradbury sounding preachy.
preachy. He merely tells
an introduction to his work, I am a story and lets the reader decide
books. the implications for him or herself.
going to discuss two of his books.
herself
The first, Something Wicked This
probThe Illustrated Man is prob
Way Comes, is one of
my all-time ably one of the best introductions
ofmy
Way
introductions·

Anna Grace Brown

's work. While one of
to Bradbury
Bradbury’s
the greatest horror writers I've
I’ve
on
depend
't
doesn
he
doesn’t
read,
ever read,
maygraphic violence or bloody may
frighten . Instead, he uses
hem to frighten.
that which is most frightening, the
disblackness of man’s
man 's own heart dis
played in a variety of ways, to
Veldt" makes
scare you silly. "The
“The Veldt”
a very good case for the idea of
original sin when two children
become so intent on having their
own way that they murder their
Visitor" is a
"The Visitor”
own parents. “The
Foot"
“The Other Foot”
story of greed, "The
each,
a story of prejudice. In each,
Bradbury paints an unsparing pic
picfallenness .
ture of man’s
man's inherent fallenness.
When not scaring your socks
"Marioff with such stories as “M
ari
onettes, Inc."
Inc.” or painting the
bleakness of the human spiritual
condition in "No
“No Particular Night
Or M
orning,”
Morning, " Bradbury tells
sim ple stories about simple
sim ple
simple
Highway" is the
people. "The
“The Highway”
story of a Mexican farmer and the
end of the world. Nuclear war has
· come and everyone is fleeing the

cities, but for Hernando, nothing stories are not horror for the sake
high- of horror, though.
though. Each one has a
has changed except that the high
woway that runs past his little hut is very specific point or theme wo
Rocket," ven into it. Faith, greed, revenge
empty. In "The
“The Rocket,”
finally empty.
Fiorello Bodoni, dreams of going and hope are all jumbled together
trip. He has always and then sorted back out. All of
on a space trip.
wanted to fly around the galaxy the elements of the human
experihwnan experi
and see Mars sitting almost within ence are presented in a skillful and
reach and watch the Moon glid
glid- often harrowing tapestry, woven
ing past below. Unfortunately he together by an insightful and
is a very poor man with a family to masterful author.
support, but over the years he
has saved and saved until at
last he has the money for one
ticket to space. But which one
of the family will go? When no
one in the family will accept the
p
ro ce ssin g
m
ail
for
mail
processing
honor, Bodoni is faced with a
company!
national com
pany! Free
miracuproblem and a nearly miracu
supplies, postage! No sell
selllous solution.
immeing! Bonuses! Start imme
Almost every one of the
diately! Genuine opportu
opportustories in The Illustrated Man
nity!
has some element that will
Please
Please rush Long Selfmake your skin crawl. Some
Som eAddressed Stamped EnveEnve
thing Wicked This Way Comes
GMCO
lope to
youris not a book to read by your
P.O. Box 22-0740
self late at night. Ray Bradbury
Hollywood, Florida 33022
is, after all, a master of the hor
horror fiction genre. But these
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's, good food
Yum’s,
Yum Yum
Sarah Barker
Staff writer
so"It
“It will rueen your so
... "
cial life, but eel's
eet’s good
good...”
is a phrase you will almost
certainly hear if you ever
decide to check out Yum
's. Just off the Fourth
Yum’s.
Yum
exit.ofl-24
street exit
of 1-24 East is a
very ordinary brick house,
house,
still serving as residence
for the cook and his family.
variBut with the help of vari
arous pieces of Chinese ar
chitecture on the outside
and bric-a-brac within,
they have transformed the
building into a colorful and
character-filled Chinese
eatery. This is the sort of
place of which no college
student in Chattanooga
Yum's almost
Labyrinthine and studded with pagodas, Yum Yum’s
should be ignorant.
ignorant
sho\Jld
Yum 's is the perfect place to take first clue that the owner is putting himself
Yum Yum’s
a group of friends who don
don't·1 want to spend through seminary on the profits he makes
money. are capable of facing large from your meal. He will gladly fill you in on
too much money,
ap- more details if you ask.
amounts of excess food, and who can ap
Yum Yum’s
Yum 's is a good place to sit
preciate a bit of an eating adventure in ,vhat
what
atmo- around and crack around some jokes and
is not your typical, run-of-the-mill
nm-of-the-mill atmo
sizes fortune cookies. Often you will be the only
, ·arious sixes
sphere. Tables and chairs of various
sphere
there, and you will most likely (un(un
area. and a people there.
and makes fill the small eating area,
plethora of random oriental okjet
’art arc less you are particularly cold) get a glimpse
oh1et d 'art
tacked to the walls or tucked into nooks into the life of its friendly and garrulous
and crannies. It is possible that the owner owner while he informs you of the status
refills And if the
or one of his kids will have to clear away of your food or brings refills.
some homework or a word processor from discourse should ever lag, there are plenty
seat of conversation pieces to interest even the
your table before wiping it down and seating you.
you, and if you take a look around it most snobbish customer. You can find out
becomes obvious that school work
arc and what sorts
,vork and what kind of person you are
coining
com- of things may happen to you in the coming
running
arc the main com
nmning this restaurant are
descripponents of this family’s
life. Hebrew lexilexi year from a chart of personality descrip
family's life.
cons.
cons, Greek New Testaments, and Bible tions based on your birth year. You can
“count the figurines''
figurines” ..... we
dictionaries find their way into the stack of play games like "count
books near the entrance to the kitchen, your leave it to your creativity.
T hh ee
first couple
ooff tim
es I
times
visited Yum
's we
Yum ’s
made the
m
istake of
mistake
asking for
menu"
the "“menu”
(a board on
a stand that
g ee t t s s
ddragged
ragged
out for the
uninitiated
peruse),,
to peruse)
and poring
over the opCherith Johnson
Perilous signpost or beacon of joy?
tions.
trytions . try

If you were to name your
somechild after
a fte r som
e
first child
one at Covenant, who
would it be? Why?
Ben Richards: “I’d
"I'd name him after
socMatt Cobb because he’s
he's a great soc
cer player and a great person.”
person."
Shauna
DeBoer:
“"Henrick
H e n ric k
Boer:
De
Shauna
Krabbendam for a girl or a boy; perper
imhaps by giving that name it would im
bue him with the special qualities that
has."
Dr. K has.”
examination
demands closer examination

Cheri th Johnson
cherith

ing to find something that would satisfy
Eventually, however, we
all _parties. Eventually,
caught
~aught on to the fact that this menu only
sake- he will
convention's sake—he
exists for convention’s
for. in any
make you anything you ask for,
evthrow· a little of ev
combination, or just throw
combination,
decide. The best
can ·t decide
erything in if you can't
way to go about it is to take at least
eight or ten people and order two or
possibly three (if you have a large or
especially ravenous group) dinners.
worry-·'we make
needn't worry—“we
Health freaks needn’t
you nice
riice steamed rice, no fat, and lots of
good vegetables, all fresh,
fat, no
fresh , low fat
M SG...”—though
..._"-though of course there are
MSG
plenty of more lipidous options. If you
are inclined this way be sure to try the
big greasy egg rolls,
rolls. and whatever the
case be sure to get some hot tea (not .
Lipton's) or lemonade. And whatever
Lipton·s)
ofyou do,
do. don't
don ' t refuse the inevitable of
fer. after he has brought out you vast
steaming platters of Chinese Cuisine, of
'· All
sauce. "All
his fresh-squeezed garlic sauce.
fresh...
Oooh,
... you sure you want some? Oooh.
fresh
eet smells but eet’s
eet's real good. You have
no more friends when you leave...
leave ... you
have a boyfriend? Ooh.
Ooh, well. It will rueen
i fe, but eet’s
good . . ”
eet 's good.
your social 1life,
East.
How to get there? Take 1-24 East,
and get off on the sccond
second exit at Fourth
street. Turn left off the exit,
exit turn right at
it ·s on the left at the next
light and it's
the light,
light, on Dodd St.
light.
list.
price list,
Thcrc·s no pricc
How much? There's
but six girls had one dinner (there were
leftovers),
round, and freefrecleftovers). egg rolls all ·round.
flowing tea and lemonade for a total of
flmving
$30.

Steve Wykoff: “Frank,
"Frank, because I look
up to him as a figure of great respect,
great
and I would like my son to have great
respect."
respect.”
Steve Dennison: “I’d
"I'd name him after
my uncle. It's
It’s a family name."
name.”
beLaura Hansen: “Nellie
"Nellie Vaughn, be
cause I have a relationship with her like
I would like to have with my daughter.”
daughter."

Brian Baxter: “It
"It would have to be
Henry Krabbendam, because it’s
it's a
vanderful
name!”
vanderfu/name!"
Valerie Howard: “I’d
"I'd name her Lydia
didn't."
because she’d
she'd kill me if I didn’t.”
Josh Hinman: “It’d
"It'd be easier if I was
Tom Okie, ‘cause
I'd name my
'cause then I’d
daughter
[after Carrie Stuart] Carrie
Okie."
Callie Okie.”
daughter[aflerCarrie
Lucas Fitts: “I’d
belnfradig be
"I'd name him Infradig
cause it would be my first child and what
whatnot, and I plan to be a groovy father.”
father."
Julie Weaver: “I’d
"I'd probably name him
Scott Raymond, because I respect
him and because he’s
he's a good example
in everybody’s
life."
everybody's life.”
Annamarie Meyer:
"If I was going to
Meyer: “If
name my child after a professor, it
would be Daphne Haddad,
Haddad , because if
I could pick someone that I’d
I'd like my
child to act like, she would be the one .
Anna Lins:
after Asher.
''I'd name him afterAsher.
Lins “I’d
'cause he's
hottie ."
he ·s a hottie."

bagpipe 2.19.99
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Wittgenstein and language: a roast by any other name
...
name...
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John Calvin Traver
Travcr
Guest writer
"Hey,
“Hey, man, what's
what’s up?"
up?”
"A
“A preposition."
preposition.” (Haw haw giggle snort)
We might see such a conversation
merely as an example of an adolescent wisewitty. However, it
guy attempting to be witty
serves as an illustration for a larger concon
cern: what, and how, does a phrase like
"What
's up"
“What’s
up” mean? On the surface, it may
appear a silly question: "Of
“Of course I know
I" you may think.
what ''W
What's
hat’s up
up'' means
means!”
“He’s
"He
's just one of those analytically-retentive
tive., philosophical types
types,, doubting the
obvious again.
again.”" However, do you really
know? Suppose you are a parent using new
words around your young child. "What's
“What’s
up?"
up?” he asks you, so you point at the sky
sky.
Or suppose you are in the dining hall, and a
friend sits beside you and says, "What's
"What’s up?"
up?”
Or suppose, while you are wandering aimaim
lessly one day, a friend who is five minutes
late for class runs by, nods his head at you,
you.
up?" as he passes you?
and says, "What
's up?”
"What's
These three instances illustrate differdiffer
cn
entt ways ,ve
we understand the phrase
··what_
's up?”
upr In the first, a baby may be
"What’s
paraphrased as inquiring. "Would
“Would you dede
fine this word for me,
me. as I am unfamiliar
with
meaning?'' In the seco11d.
second, the dindin
vvith its meaning?'"

ing hall friend may be saying, "Please
“Please inin
of important events in your recent
form me ofimportant
history.” In the third, the rum1er
runner may be
history."
saying, "I
“I hereby acknowledge your friendfriend
now.”
ship and coolness but cannot talk now."
What these three examples indicate is that
the message we intend to convey when we
use the phrase "What's
“What’s up"
up” depends upon·
upon
the situation, that is, the context, in which
we use the phrase.
Investiga
In his work Philosophical Investigations
tions,, Ludwig Wittgenstein attempted to
address such subtleties about the way our
language functions. He wished to estab
establish a theory that could answer what and
how a word or phrase means. He also
impor
wanted to observe and describe the importance of the context in determining the
meaning"
"“m
eaning” of a word. He saw the
philosopher's
philosopher
's task to be that of resolving
the confusion that arises from misundermisunder
standing a word’s
word 's meaning.
To Wittgenstein, the meaning of a
word is identified by the way in which we
use the word. Shakespeare's
Shakespeare’s phrase, "A
“A rose
by any other name would smell as sweet"
sweet”
hints at Wittgenstein's point. The reason
"rose""
"rose” means a certain flower is because
we use these sounds to indicate that flower.
flower
We could just as easily have used a differdiffer
ent utterance for its name,
name. like "roast.
“roast.”" As

it is, we also use "rose"
“rose” to refer to the acac ing someone a language is like teaching
tion of rising, not just a flower. So the anan him how to follow certain rules, or how to
swer to what "rose"
“rose” means is determined, "play
“play the game."
game.” The child is learning how ·
essentially, by the way in which we cus
cus- to use a word, that is, learning how to disdis
tomarily use it in certain contexts.
contexts.
tinguish the situations in which it is approappro
Wittgenstein writes, "Think
“Think of the priate for him to use a word and how to use
tools in a tool-box
tool-box:: there is a hammer, pli
pli- that word cbrrectly
correctly in a sentence.
sentence.
ers, a saw. ..... The functions of words are as
There are many different kinds of
oflanlan
diverse as the functions of these objects."
objects.” guage games. Wittgenstein cites,
cites. "Making
Wittgenstein
W ittgenstein emphasizes
em phasizes that we use up a story; and reading itit—play-acting—
play-actingriddles- makwords to fulfill a particular function
function;; when singing catches-guessing
catches—guessing riddles—mak
we speak, we intend to communicate somesome ing a joke; telling it ... asking, thanking.
thanking,
hus cursing, greeting, praying.”
thing in a particular context. When a huspraying." We indicate
band says to his wife, “I’m
'Tm hungry,"
hungry,” it is what language game we are playing by
not because he is being romantic and "shar“shar some of the phrases we use. For instance,
ing” the most intimate details of his life, we preface a joke by saying,
ing"
saying. ''Have
'‘Have you
such as the functions of his digestive syssys heard the one about
about...”
... " to indicate it is a
tem. Rather, he is subtly (or not so subtly) humorous, fictional anecdote. It would be
tem.
encouraging her to perform an action, highly unusual to tell a story, "Did
“Did you hear
namely, relieve his hunger by making \}indin the one about Hamlet, prince of Denmark?
ner. Thus, the meaning and "use"
“use” of a word His uncle killed his father and married his
con mother and then ...
...”" Why? Because the
or phrase is determined by the specific conphrase "Have
text in which it arises.
“Have you heard,"
heard,” though it does
Wittgenstein refers to these contexts - not state explicitly "This
“This is a funny story:
story.”·
as "language
“language games."
games.” There are certain is customarily used to indicate this idea.
"rules"
“rules” or customs we have for how words
see Language, next page
are to be used in specific contexts. TeachTeach

Watch out! The evils of
Postmodernity and MTV
Jerah
Kirby
JerahKirby
Staff writer
Apparently.
Apparently, once we graduate, we will
“go out into the world"
world” and meet many
"go
postmodernists. f'ostmodernists
Postmodernists are the
scary' people who don't
don’t believe in anything
anything.
scary
Or they believe in New Age, or they be
believe in extra-marital homosexuality, or in
drags and violence or in perse
MTV or in drugs
persecuting Christians-and-the-family-valueswe-stand-for.
we-stand~for. Or something.
we need to steel ourselves
Apparently, we·need
for the onslaught. A few recommendations:
com
a) To avoid acquiring the most common of postmodern germs, a Very Short
Attention Span (ADD), never watch MTV
entangle
b) To avoid extramarital entanglements, unexpected babies, and AIDS, get
married before you graduate from CovCov
enant. or inunediately
immediately afterwards, and never
enant,
watch MTV
c) To avoid being contaminated by
the New Age wave, never use such words
“feel” (as in "feel
“feel the love"),
love”), "energy"
“energy”
as "feel"
(as in "good"
“good” or "bad"),
“bad”), or "karma."
“karma.” And
never watch MTV
MTV.

To avoid
too politically
d) To avoid
beingbeing
too politically
cor- cor
rect, go on occasional gay-bashing, blackbashing, and woman-bashing sprees. And
MTV.
never watch MTV
Postmodernists are the enemy. They
look friendly and harmless and non-judgmental and open-minded but underneath
their store-clerk charm they’re
they're out to get
' ll try to sell you Spandex and
you. They
They'll
cigarettes; they'll tell you it will "feel
“feel good."
good.”
cigarettes:
They'll try to tell you that the rain forests
arc being destroyed because you use too
are
They’ll tell
tell you that
many Post-It notes. They'll
plaid and stripes do look good together,
of “pastiche.” They'll
They’ll try
that it's all a part of"pastiche."
to convince you to wear white pants after
“Labor Day"
Day” is just a concon
Labor Day, since "Labor
struct of the political machine and holds no
strnct
real "meaning"
itself They'll
“meaning” in itself.
They’ll try to tell
you that your morals, beliefs, and reformed
theology won't work on Chinese rice paddy
farmers, but that it's
it’s fine if it works for you.
fanners,
They’ll
MTV.
They
' ll even try to get you to watch MTV
So stay on your guard, once you get
“real world."
world.” Keep a firm grip
out into the "real
011 your morals, watch your back, and disdis
on
trust everyone (especially vegetarians).
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Sympathy for apostates: more on Shusaku Endo
John Perkins
Philosophy&Religion editor
It was not until last weekend, during a
discussion with a friend, that I realized that
much of what I find so fascinating in Endo
article. Furtherhad been left out my last article.
Further
more, these ideas were important to me, and
arit seemed important that I write another ar
ticle in order to flesh out some of the ideas
writings. And as I
' s writings.
that saturate Endo
Endo’s
quesstated in the last article, these are ques
powertions and ideas that I believe are power
fully relevant to us today. One such idea
that remains to be fully discussed was
Endo’s
Endo's idea concerning apostasy.
another,
Many of us, at some point or another,
"I would never give
have probably said, “I
up my faith, I would die first."
first.” If you have
said that, no doubt you will remember the
admiration and
simultaneous looks of admiration
believagreement upon the faces of your believ
ing friends, as if in their nods they were
rething. Such assurance re
saying the same thing.
garding one’s
don' t
one's faith is a good thing, don’t
get me wrong—but
possibilwrong-but the very real possibil
ity is that in reality each of
us are rejecting
ofus
God daily, and that such assurance is often
naive. One of the overwhelming realizations
Endo’s
one is struck with while reading Endo's
Samurai,
novels (Silence, Deep River, The Samurai,
and his short stories Stain Glass Elegies)
is that, placed in similar situations to those
described in the books, we all could easily
fall prey to the symbolic apostasy that the
befalls Christians therein: the trampling of
the fumie (a painting depicting the image
of Christ), spitting on the crucifix, or ver
verbally slandering the mother of Jesus.
Endo does not only think of apostasy
in these terms however. Apostasy for him
is any rejection of God whatsoever. Look
Looking at his own life he saw that he had in fact
rejected God for years, pushing Him away
at all times. "I
“I don’t
don't need you God, I am

Language, from previous page
Introducing a narrative description of tragic
introdeath in the same way that we would intro
duce a joke is a confusion of
language
games.
oflanguage
What is the essence of a language
game? Wittgenstein believes it impossible
to determine any feature which all language
games hold in common: “These
phenom"These phenom
ena have no one thing in common which
all-but
makes us use the same word for all—but
that they are related to one another in many
ways."
different ways.”
abcann0t ab
For Wittgenstein, then, we cannot
lan
stract general principles to which all lanmore fruitful task
guage games cohere. A rqore
than abstracting is describing the particu
particular rules of one language game and com
comparing them to the rules of another. After

own. " with sorrows, did he not know the pain and
capable to do such and such on my own.”
This, to Endo, was parallel to the apostasy rejection that Endo felt, or that the aposapos
conof the Christians who gave up their faith in tates surely must have felt? Endo’s
Endo 's con
Japan.
Given
this
understanding,
it
be
beJapan.
clusion
clusion was that not only did Jesus
comes painfully obvious that by such a understand, but also that Jesus would have
standard, more than likely we all would be encouraged the weak Christians to perform
the symbolic acts of rejection.
apostates.
rejection.
judged apostates.
dots,
di,scussion of
In
Iu a way it was like connecting the dots,
If you can recall the discussion
Endo’s
's past from the last article you will and it may even be that way for you as you
Endo
Catho- read this.
recall that he was baptized into the Catho
this . Endo knew himself to be certain
' s kind of person, namely a weak-willed man.
man.
age. This even in Endo
Endo’s
lic faith at a young age.
life became a heavy burden to him, both in He thought that if he had been living in
sense. At school, seventeenth-century Japan, he would have
a social and a religious sense.
Furthennore, he saw how
and even at points later in his life, he was been an apostate. Furthermore,
ridiculed for his attachment to a Western over the course of his life he had rejected
religion. As he struggled to come to grips God over and over again. This seemed to
religion.
with that faith internally, he moved further be a form of apostasy to him, and yet God
fiirther away from it. At points later in remained ever by his side. He also saw how
and further
rehis life, he realized that God had never left the weak-willed Christians had been re
him. This seemed strange to him; after all, jected by the martyrs of the Christian era.
re- The Christians who died no doubt looked
he had repeatedly neglected God, even re
there.
jected him, and yet God was still there.
at the apostates with a mixture of hatred
data, and embarrassment. History even forgot
In light of this biographical data,
Endo’s
Endo 's intense interest in the apostates of · their existence. Endo felt a similar rejection
the Christian era in Japan makes a lot of by men, as he had been ridiculed as a child
re for his attachment to a Western religion.
sense. Endo saw these individuals as rejects of historical commemoration, for only Furthermore, he had not been treated kindly
w_orthy to be as a student in France, when he thought he
"glorious martyrs"
the “glorious
martyrs” were worthy
remembered. But he could
chronicled and remembered.
renot forget those that gave up the faith, re
jected and forgotten as they had been.
individual, he Rachel Gleason
Endo saw himself as such an individual,
even imagined that he would have been an Guest writer
apostate if he had lived during that period.
If
IflI declared it my goal in life to find a
Endo did not live then, but he new that he
was weak-willed, and as he wrote once, person on this campus who would oppose
eternal, I dare say II
there are two sorts of people,
people, those born to the view of God as eternal.
would
die
a
disappointed
woman. We ac
acbe martyrs and those bom
born to be apostates.
He was the latter. But, he saw that even for cept it as common knowledge that there
bebeen-and there never will be—
like himself God was never has been—and
potential apostates like·
still there, and therefore He must have been . a moment during which God does not exist.
with the earlier, historical apostates, even The question we must face is whether the
outeternal existence of God places Him out
after they had publicly rejected Him.
of
time
or
inside
time.
While
the
of
side
Endo made yet another connection.
connection.
Bible
does
not
forth
a
con
confull-blown,
set
Jesus, rejected by all men, a man aquainted
sistent philosophy of time, a look at the subsub
ject through the eyes of Scripture shows that
doing this, “We
"We see a complicated network of the Divine Being stands outside the bounds
of time. Our God is timelessly eternal.
criss-crossing."
similarities overlapping and criss-crossing.”
In order for change to take place, there
By describing language, we can gain
an insight into the way language works. must be the kind of chronological sequence
Wittgenstein writes, “The
"The clarity that we made possible through time. However, the
true God is infinitely perfect and,
are aiming at is indeed complete clarity. But living and tme
change. In fact, if
this simply means that the philosophical therefore, He does not change.
problems should completely disappear.”
disappear." any change were to occur in God, He would
thus, He would no
“problem” because we no longer be perfect and, thus.
Something is only a "problem"
God. With these things in mind, we
are not clear on the way a word is being longer be God.
used. By further description of a word’s
word's see that time is not needed before creation.
God chose to create the world in order
use, we understand how to use that word,
to
reveal
so. He
His glory and, in doing so,
and we no longer have a problem. Solving
created
that
world
such
that
it
changes.
In
philosopher's task.
such problems is the philosopher’s
creauthor's task is not to exceed his order to facilitate these changes, God cre
This author’s
creword-count, so I shall close here and use a ated time as part of the essence of the cre
decrees,
phrase uncustomary for the print-analog
print-analog ated order. As God executes His decrees,
He works in this time. God, as a timeless
language game: "The
“The End."
End.”

there. But the
would find companionship there.
Jesus that had been taught to him was the
Jesus of the triumphant Christianity of
Constantine. Powerful, strong, loved by all
and believed by all. Endo found Jesus to be
wholly other than that. Jesus, like the apos
aposretates, like Endo, knew what it was to be re
jected, and despised.
despised.
ofEndo's
This passage from one of
Endo’s short
stories, Unzen,
Unzen, shows the tension that the
apostate felt:
“If
"If he had lived in a time of religious
freedom, he would never have become an
apostate. He might not have qualified for
apostate.
sainthood,
sainthood, but he could have been a man
who tamely maintained his faith. But to his
perseregret, he had been bom
born in an age of perse
away
tossed
cution, and out of fear he had
his beliefs. Not everyone can become a
saint or a martyr. Yet must those who do
not qualify as saints be branded forever
with the mark of the traitor? Perhaps he
had made such a plea to the Christians who
vilified him. Yet, despite the logic of his
reargument, he surely suffered pangs of re
resolve .
morse and cursed his own faint resolve.
‘The
'The apostate endures a pain none of you
can comprehend
comprehend.'’ ”"

time
Concerning God and ti01e
in the
being, is able to create and act in time m
being.
same way that He,
He. as a non-material being,
is able to create and act in the material world.
world
So. if God's
continGod 's existence is not contin
So,
gent on time,
charactime. how is His existence charac
terized? God exists in an “everlasting
" everlasting
present” which exceeds the bounds of time.
present"
Every event is eternally present to God and
has been for all eternity in such a way that
the past,
alpast, the present and the future are al
ways present to Him. In light of2
of 2 Timothy
I can say that my salvation was present
:9 1
11:9
even before Jesus Christ took my sins upon
Himself on the cross. Also because of this
continual presence of past, present, and
future, I can say that the Kingdom of God
is here and the victory over Satan has been
won. These activities, which will take place
at a future time, are already ultimate reality
in the mind God. They are as tme
true and real as
the events that take place in my life today.
God has one all-encompassing pur
purpose, end of story. While many,
many
de
deniany,
tails go into that purpose, it is continually
present (outside the bounds of time) in its
entirety before God. He reveals that purpur
pose in this world, which requires time-dependent change. Much time (an eternity, in
system
fact) is needed in order for God to systematically and exhaustively reveal His glory
through creation. Our heavenly Father
and,,
stands outside the bounds of time and
even now, the future bearing the fulfillment
of His perfect plan is in the present!
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Bo 1nb Squad.
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Jason Trimiew
Guest writer
I

I

Let me begin by saying that this is not
the definitive statement of the small concon
~tudents on this campus who
, tingency of students
heri
embrace their African ancestry and heritage. Neither is this a response solely didi
rected at the ill-timed and inopportune
antics surrounding the Tuesday chapel held
in celebration of Black History Month (see
the applicable CBB postings of February
3-11).
I)_ I would rather entreat your listening
3-1
ears as one member of the aforementioned
joyful band who has been in and around
this Covenant community for four years as
a minority student, ten years as a critical
vi
observer, and twenty-seven years lived vicariously through the experiences and nurnur
turing of my father, Professor Oliver L.
Jr.—class of 1972.
Trimiew, Jr.-class
Let’s
Let's just say this article has been a
cornin'..
long time comin'
con
In no ways do I purport to have conholis
structed the ideal framework for the holistic integration of minority peoples onto this
campus. Nor to I fully expect _that my
musings here will be of sufficient import to
drive the white masses to their knees in
contrition. A defeatist position? Absolutely
and unequivocally no. I fully
folly anticipate that
these two issues in particular will be founfoun
to any revival that is to take place
dational _to
on these 300 acres perched on the very
re
same Lookout Mountain that, need I redo). Dr. King referenced
mind us (I probably do),
in his paramount address in Washington. I
wholeheartedly believe that Covenant ColCol
lege can be a rigorous institution of higher
learning that embraces the doctrines of the
and—and this is the
Reformed tradition, and-and
radical part-that
part—that it can reflect the ethnic
and racial diversity of the Kingdom of God
in potency instead of pretense. Please tell
me you get the sarcasm here-I
here—I mean, what
is so damned radical about that!?
Consider the following stanzas by
Langston Hughes:
What happens to a dream deferred?
Does it dry up ·
Like a raisin in the sun?
Or fester like a soreAnd then run?
Does it stink like rotten meat?
Or crust and sugar overLike a syrupy sweet
Maybe it just sags
Like a heavy load.

Or does it explode?
Though far from the militant cries of the

's,
'sand
60’s
and 70
70’s,
Black Power movement of the 60
this closing refrain invokes in my mind the
violent repercussions of the suppression
and denial that accompanies a Covenant
education for a minority student. By the
over
grace of God, Covenant has not been overvenrun by the radical, fist-pumpers whose ven
geance is fueled only by their unmitigated
hatred. On the other hand, what does it
black,
ill be the first black,
will
mean that Laini Young w
from
second-generation
to
graduate
woman
on
second-generati
is
this college? Of what significance the
fact that my father is the first of two black
faculty members, and one of the handful of
minority faculty in the college's almost 50How' do such factors as dede
year history? How
nom
inational affiliation, a Reformed
nominational
world-and-life view, geographical location,
and historical track record color the previprevi
fundamen
ous questions? While these are fundamental consideration due to their practicality,
commenthey are not at the heart of this commen
perva
tary. Of primary import to me are the pervasive attitudes of indifference and negligence
that often are part and parcel with regards
to diversity issues on this campus. _Again,
iterns are
I must stress that these practical items
efof strategic significance if change is to ef
fected on this campus, but we must first
examine the contents of our respective
's grace eraditombs to identify, and by God
God's
eradi
excate, the decay. I submit the following ex
cerpt from a paper I wrote last semester in
which I recount an experience I had while
fulfilling my academic obligations as a youth
ministry minor:
. . I won't
won’t forget that day in class
"“....
when I was forced to confront some very
real lackings in the Covenant educational
system. As I mentioned earlier, at least once
we were required prepare a youth group
meeting—repletee with songs, skits, games,
meeting-replet
talks—in order to facilitate the work
workand talks-in
ing environment we would face on the job.
The rest of the class would simulate the
“youth” of the group as a means to "test"
“test”
"youth"
the leader's
leader’s resolve and preparation. On
this particular day, the students in the class
were asked to portray a youth group from
an urban setting (some of the students had
been working in Urban Young Life for a
number of years). What followed, as the
leaders attempted to lead the group, was a
complete patronization of those students
who do reside in inner city communities
and attend urban youth groups. My blood
boiled within me as I watched this debacle
unfold and, upon its conclusion, I volm1volun
teered some choice words of warning to
classmates. My position was that
my fellow classmates,
underunforgivable that we purport to under
it is mlforgivable
stand this youth culture without having a
clue as to the lives of our fellow brothers
and sisters in the ghetto. What results from

"tough").
stereo- the designation of said issues as “tough”).
our ignorance is that we embrace stereo
2)
That
we
take
seriously,
and
examine
typical and often condescending views of
grievances- not
another's grievances—not
others as fact, which significantly alters the critically, one another’s
condewith a heart or mind pre-wircd
pre-wired for conde
ways in which we approach and interact .with
scension, but with the anticipation of the
scension,
us ."
with the world around us.”
Forget Hughes
Hughes’' ethereal dreams for a championing of unity and the celebration
de- of diversity.
"fleshy" de
moment, what about the very “fleshy”
3) That we adopt an attitude that seeks
sire for respect, honor, and dignity? How
to
defend
one another from attack before
can we continue to espouse a rhetoric of
we
lash
out
thoughtlessly and insensitively
brother and sisterhood when we simply do
" sistas" ? And in our own defense.
"bruthus" and “sistas”?
not love our “bruthus”
4) That we strive for and achieve an ·
"cutelet me be very clear - this is NOT a “cutetl1e
tl1at nurtures and facilitates the
environnlent that
funny-named-ghetto-kid-who-needs-mefunny-named-g hetto-kid-who- needs-me- environment
diversity.
cultmal
various
expressions
of
our
cultural
diversity.
ex.'])ressions
to-teU-them-about-Jesus-grammar-and-Calvin”
and-Calvin"
to-tell-them-about-Jesus-grammar5) That we do not neglect the
belittling kind of
love. This love is dynamic
oflove,
and, by
outerworkings
of a changed heart and.
and is expressed in a context of intentiondoing
this,
deny
the
practical
implications
ality and,
and, yes, tension when culture and ·
“holistic integration of minority
character collide—and
collide-and Christ exercises his for the "holistic
campus. "
dominion over all. But may I remind us that peoples onto this campus.”
By no means is this list exhaustive,
we are not left to our own devices in our
cre- nor do I pretend that it the desire of the
attempts to identify and embrace the cre
ated differences expressed in our cultural majority of this campus (please be reChrist." minded that this is the politics and opinion
heritages—“for
heritages-"for we have the mind of Christ.”
"trouble
The other day, I was conversing with page). I am, however, attempting to “trouble
Colwaters" in hopes that Covenant Col
a very dear friend and hallmate concerning the waters”
" we lege will continue to strive for excellence in
these issues and he remarked that “we
should be above all this”
this" as it pertains to all areas by the true manifestation of its
. Christ pre-eminent. .."
things ...
"In all things.
diver- creed, “In
discussions about ethnic and racial diver
I
would
be
remiss,
however, if I was not
however.
resounds
nt
e
statem'
sity. At the core of his statement
willing
to
admit
my
own discomfort and
words,
thoughts. words,
the truth of the ages if our thoughts,
uneasiness,
not
only
in addressing such
sub- uneasiness.
actions—in
lives—are sub
actions-in effect our very lives-are
issues,
but
in
them
as an integral
seeing
mitted to the eternal and incarnate Word. issues.
However, my crony’s
crony 's admonition is not an part of who I was created to be. and acof un knowledging their importance to my time
excuse to build an impenetrable wall oftmig- and influence here at Covenant. For this
concern out of the mortar and bricks of ig
self-absorptio n. As a (among many other things) I express my
norance and self-absorption.
classmates. procommunity committed to the celebration of contrition to you as my classmates,
sorry..
fessors,
and
administrators—I
-I am sorry
administrators
God’s
majesty
and
his
dominion
over
all,
God's
point.
Future
accountability
last
One
than
we should respond w
ith more than
with
“tokenality”
bjblical expression and with this and other issues will be contin"tokenality" at the biblical
manifestation of His glory. To this end, and as gent upon our willingness and desire to
discourse.
it concerns the paramount
paran10ID1t issues of ethnic engage one another in healthy discourse.
and racial diversity both on this campus and For that purpose, may we strive to challenge and defend one another with humilin the world, may I suggest the following: •·
ity and honesty.
honesty And may we truly seek to
an
achieve
1)
That
we
strive
for,
and
achieve
an
and
for,
I) That we strive
God in our calling as students.
students,
glorify
environment that encourages discourse
eterbrothers
and
sisters,
and
heirs
to
that eter
“tough” issues (this is predicated
about such "tough"
kingdom.
upon our recognition of and commitment to nal kingdom.

Beyond
Christian
paraphernalia
hernalia
ian parap
Beyon d Christ
John Porter
Guest writer
You see it all over campus, in the city,
in the country: subculture.
subculture. The particular
subculture I would like to address is that
of Christian t-shirts. Some people just love
Blood's For
those witty t-shirts like “This
"This Blood’s
You”
Lord's Gym: His Pain Your
"The Lord’s
You" and “The
Gain.”
Gain." Now, I am not a theologian, but in
demy own analysis I believe them to be de
meaning to Christ and His church. Why?

ilie church
Well, for one they just paint the
lacwith a hunk of cheese. I think God is lac
tose intolerant
and wants to spew when
intolerant.and
he sees the way we want to represent him.
Is Christ worth nothing but a twist on a
beer advertisement? I remember once in
my life I got into this subculture thing and
felt bad when I opened my drawer and
decided to wear the cooler looking shirt
1riy Christian t-shirt. There is no power
· over my

see T-shirts, next page
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In the service of the school
In
Leading the class
Rachel Powell
Guest writer
“Each
"Each class president is elected by his/
her respective class in order to fulfill the
repreresponsibilities of a senator and to repre
sent to the Senate the particular needs and
appropriate. "
desires of that class when appropriate.”
This year as the junior class president,
president,
stateI have discovered that this purpose state
guidment is not a sufficient description or guid
ance tool for the office of class president.
poliThe question is: what exactly are the poli
tics behind the class presidency? What
are its roles, functions, duties, responsi
responsibilities to the class and the school?
The title “class
president"' connotes
"class president5
aca variety of meanings. From the class ac
conmrnnicator, to
organizer, to mass communicator,
tivity organizer,
spiritual encourager, to representative, to
committee member, to senator—the
differ
senator- the differseemingly
are
ent facets of this position
acfirst . I was unaware of the ac
endless At first,
endless.
tme
tual depth.
depth, freedoms,
freedoms. flexibility, and true
.
value this position affords.
comMy own role as class president is com
plex and. at times, almost exhausting. As a
senator and a class president. I am a mem
member of three senate committees,
committees. the head
committee. the liaison to eight
. of a fourth committee,
to all
clubs,
clubs. and the representative of and lo
the members of the _junior
junior class.
class
roles. a constant stmggle
Within these roles,
struggle
between class responsibilities/loyalties
and senate duties/functions exists. The
bet\'veen
answer 011
on how to differentiate between
these is not a simple one either.
either Some class
presidents get excited and fired up for class
comevents. Some entrench themselves in com
neimittee meetings and by-laws. Some do nei
ofus
ther. while others of
us attempt to find the
balance between both.
On the senate side. I have gradually
become more familiar with the Covenant
bureaucracy. Student senate is but a small
piece within the large intricate workings of
rq;ponsibilithis. On the flip side, I have responsibili
acclass-not
to my class—
ties lo
not only to be their ac
tive voice. but to plan and implement activities
that will encourage class interaction and unity.
assistance of a six-member class countheassistanceofasi,x-memberdasscoun· With (lie

T-shirts, from previous page
in the t-shirt.
t-sh.irt. In fact, I feel I did God justice
by wearing the cooler shirt over the cheese.
Some may argue that these (cheesy) ttools. but they
shirts are great witnessing tools,
totally avoid Matthew 28:19
28:19...Unless you
can fit all that is needed for proper discidisci
pline on aat-shirt,
t-shirt. don
don’t
on them to be
' t rely 011
your witness. When you arc
are wearing that
unbet-shirt and you sin in front of an unbe
I-ias
liever, what kind of witnessing tool has

til,
I’ve attempted to do this.
cil, I've
creYet the politics of this position cre
Yet,
ates an interesting tension when it comes
posiin contact with the application of the posi
tion and the expectations of those in the
class. The desire to make changes, to plan
leadclass activities, or to be effective as lead
ers is hindered or enhanced by the general
stuattitude of individual classes and the stu
W<:! face
dent body. As class presidents, we
both apathy and fervor from the students
avwe represent. General concerns of the av
erage student include: What is my class
president doing for me? How are they
meeting my needs? Are they providing
activities I want to do, service projects I want
to work, prayer meetings I want to attend?
makMy response to this is: Are you mak
ing yourself available? Do you even know
willwho your class president is? Are you will
youring to stop complaining (if you find your
self doing this) and get involved? That is
senate-the
the main focus of the student senate—the
students.
But the issue of student involvement
is not the only challenge we face as class
presidents. I was once told that by the time
you get the hang of your role the year is
over- this statement is definitely
almost over—this
true. The first semester is spent becoming
thee
class. th
thee class,
with
ccomfortable
o m fo rta b le and
a n d familiar
fa m ilia r w
ith th
senate,
advisors. the hectic
senate. the faculty advisors,
meeting
schedules~ and the basic rules by
inccting schedules.,
which things are run.
nm.
detennine
takes time to determine
Additionally, it lakes
a personal identity in office. Being the junjun
ior class president.
president, I have two incredible
predecessors to follow in the footsteps
of—it
of-it is about maintaining the pace set by
those before you while at the same time
trailblazing your own path.
interThe politics of this position are inter
woven tightly vyith
with the practical human
dimension of the position.
position. That is where
the balance exists. This position is not only
meeting after meeting. Nor is it solely
dances and service projects and hanging
out with the class. It is a blend of both.
Within these there is a definite a sense of
It 's my class that I am better
ownership. It’s
ownership.
's my
It’s
learning to serve and represent. It
student body that I am more effectively
learning to work with and for.

a

your subcultured t-shirt turned into? There
is no more powerful witnessing tool than
being fruitful. It is almost inevitable that
we will all be caught at sometimes being
cheesy, but we must work 011
on avoiding it.
Let’s
Let's ask ourselves a common question:
WWJD? Answer: He would not wear a
dorky “Christian”
t-sh.irt- instead, he would
"Christian" t-shirt—instead,
people. and
concentrate on really loving people,
in doing so
his very life would be
become his catchy phrase. As indeed it is.

Hi,nu'n

Howard, and I think that we have lost the filling our thought life with meaningless
true conception of purity. For most ofus,
of us, gossip and slander.
slander. Presupposing one
another's Christianity makes it all too
purity means chastity, and this comes in another’s
com- easy for us to slip into a pattern of coarse
various forms. We all know the very com
“I have never had jesting
of"I
jesting and gossip. What have we to
mon misconception of
evanvirgin" and prove to one another? We have no evan
sex and am therefore a chaste virgin”
this said after having done everything but gelistic ' motives, and so we slip further
the ultimate deed. But what ,does
d oes it really into impurity of language.
It seems that Buddhists and Hindus
mean to be pure? Not just in terms of chas
chastity, but in terms of body, mind, and soul?
soul?,. have one over on us. Their emphasis on
Purity means to be free from adulterants purity of body, mind, and spirit is one we
or impurities, free of dirt, defilement, or would be wise to consider ourselves.
con- When was the last time you truly listened
pollution, free of foreign elements, con
extrane- to the jokes we all pass around the table
taining nothing inappropriate or extrane
enor the slander you heard about your en
ous, complete, utter.
utter, Sounds difficult.
emy or consid
consido w e v e r,
However,
,H
ered
the
im“Purity
"Purity is not im
physical condicondi
P
u r i t y IS
is t
he r
eflec
posed upon us
REFLECTHE
PURITY
tion of
o f your
as though it
t io n o
f o
u r MAKER,
M
aker,
OUR
OF
TION
body?
were a kind of
ChrisAs C
h ris
punishment, it is
H
i s iIMAGE
m a g e IN
in u
s , BUT
but
US,
HIS
tians, our effec
effecone of those
W
EH
ID E FR
OM H
lM BE
BEHIM
FROM
HIDE
WE
tiveness rests
mysterious but
heavily on our
condiobvious condi
NEATH
U R IM
PU R IT IE S, .
IMPURITIES,
OUR
NEATH O
mental, spiritual,
spiritual,
tions of that suand physical
AFTER
BU ILD IN G LAYER
FT ER
ppernatural
ernatural
LAYER A
BUILDING
well-being. So
know
ledge of
knowledge
CALLUSES,
OF
LA Y E R O
F C
A LLU SES,
LAYER
maybe this is
ourselves in the
same-old.
just
same-old,
which
Divine,, which
Divine
W
H E T H E R THEY
T H E Y BE
BE
WHETHE~
sam
e-old
to
same-old
we speak of as
C
O M PO S E D OF
O F SEXUAL
SEX UAL
COMPOSED
You're sick
you. You’re
faith .” This is
faith."
of hearing your
G e -oo r g e s
IM
P U R IT Y O
R SLANDER
SLA NDER
OR
IMPURITY
mom tell you to
speakBemanos, speak
Bernanos,
take
your vita
vitaO R UNHEALTHY EATING
EATING
ing of impurity
OR
mins
and
get
as not destroy
destroyH
A
B
IT
S.
HABITS.
enough rest and
knowl
ing this knowlkeep
your
edge but instead
mouth
shut
as slaying
slaying our
don't have anything nice to
need for it. Purity is the reflection of our when you don’t
im
Maker, His image in us, but we hide from say. But these things stem from the important
principle
purity.
It’s
more
than
It's
purity.
of
Him beneath our impurities, building layer
after layer of calluses, whether they be just keeping 12 inches between you and
takcomposed of sexual impurity or slander your significant other, more than just tak
ing a few calcium pills and staying away
or unhealthy eating habits.
deep-nm- ,
It's about deep-runIt’s
It's obvious that unhealthy eating is from the fried clams. It’s
not always a sign of an impure lifestyle. ning honor and integrity, not just towards
It’s
It’s
It's most often just a bad habit. But what God but towards yourself and others. It's
acwe put into our bodies directly affects our about weighing every thought and ac
tion
and
word.
It’s
what
us
from
separates
It's
word.
mental well-being and our attitude. Most
walk
alk
"morality" of this world, whose w
cir- the “morality”
of us blame our bad moods on our cir
cumstances, but our emotional stability appears pure but really only touches the
is largely chemical. Our impurities cause surface. We must be so united to our
being.
us to function badly.
When we eat things purity that it fills every pore of our being,
badly.When
physithat clog our arteries and give us enough inward and outward, spiritual and physi
fat for a week, the clarity of our thought cal. It is an honor to be called children of
suffers. We grow tired easily and thus God and to resemble Him who called us.
cannot function well, suffering from
forr "voice of
o f the
moodiness, volatile emotions, and fatigue. Vox Populi is Latin fo
f you 're
're interested in
in voicing an
" Ilfyou
We not .only clutter our bodies with people. ”
Po1nili, get in touch
Tbx Populi,
harsh foods and chemicals but we also opinion through Jox
pnclson(rrco,·cnant.cdu
Nelson. pnclsour/'covcnautedu
with impure thoughts.
thoughts, with Paige Nelson,
clutter our minds -with
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In memory of the legendary Robert Shaw:
Church music conductor remembered
Matthew Kickasola
Guest writer

The majority of the service,
though, was spirituals and folk
Copland's
hymns. McNair sang Copland’s
River" and
of"At
twenti- arrangement of
One of the giants of twenti
“At the River”
per
eth century music has passed
passed Simpson gave a very moving persuf- formance of
of"Sometimes
away. Robert Lawson Shaw suf
“Sometimes a feel like
fered a massive stroke and died a motherless child.
child.”" The last
cry" were so moving
on January 25 at 2:05 a.m. at Yale words, "Cry,
“Cry, cry”
University, while watching a play it caused people to openly weep.
that was directed and produced by The glee club sang
"I gotta
his son. He was 82 years old. This is two spirituals, “I
Soon
"
crown"
crown”
and
“Soon
ah
reshaped
he
for
indeed a heavy loss,
world," followed
choral conducting for the second half this world,”
arrangeof the twentieth century.
by the Shaw arrange
Won"What Won
Hands down, he was ment of “What
con- drous Love."
America’s greatest choral con
Love.”
America's
His sons did
ductor, and some would argue
that he was the greatest choral readings of a Robert
Ei- Shaw lecture and a
conductor of the entire century. Ei
ther way, it is not hard to see the Yates poem. The most
howvast amount of lives that he moving music, how
touched, and will continue to touch. ever, was
was the "Halle“Halle
ser- ser
the memorial
I attended
attended
the memorial
lujah" Chorus sung
lujah”
vice along with James Richardson by everyone after the
benediction. As many
and Shannon Kiser. It took place benediction.
at the Woodruff Arts Center in times as I have sung
Atlanta, and the participation was that piece, I will never
experience.
overwhelming. There were over forget that experience.
singI was sing
It
was
as
if
mustage.
on
500
musicians
stage.
Any
mu
.
ing
it
for
the
first
time.
sician that ever sang or played
under Mr. Shaw was invited to Some instrumentalists
participate. Some were too old to were so overtaken that
they had to just lay
play, so they just sat on stage.
stru 
instrutlanta Symphony,
Symphony, down their in
Atlanta
. The A
which Mr. Shaw conducted from ments and weep. In
1967 to 1988, performed with the the 300 voice choir it
Symphony Chorus, which the was easy to see them
maestro him
self created. Also all wiping their eyes.
himself
Sadly, it is doubt
doubtsinging were The ASO Chamber
Mr.
Chorus, another one of Mr. ful as to whether Mr.
Chorus,
Shaw ’s
' s creations, and the Shaw was a believer.
Moorehead College Glee Club. In his undergraduate
The Glee Club was an all-male Af
Af- study he began the
rican-American choir which Mr. road to be a minister
How
Shaw had worked with for many like his father. However,
in
one
of
his
later
years, and employed every year
in his Christmas celebrations. The lectures he referred to
"whoever He,
soloists were Sylvia McNair, a God as “whoever
is.”
world-renowned soprano who She, or It is."
Even so, the Lord
made
ma~e her debut with Mr. Shaw, and
tremenMarrietta Simpson, an African- has used him tremen
American mezzo who also debuted dously to bring glory
with the maestro at Carnegie Hall. to Himself. Mr. Shaw
Among the classics that they
per has sculpted and
tl1ey perBrahms’ “How
"How lovely shaped sacred music
formed were Brahms'
deplace" (from the like few have. He de
is thy dwelling place”
sing
German Requiem), Rachmaninolf’s
Rachmaninoff's manded that his sing“Ave
"Vespers," ers, no matter what
Maria" from the “Vespers,”
"Ave Maria”
and Mendelssohn's
Mendelssohn’s "He
“He watching their convictions were,
over Israel”
“Elijah.” They to believe it while they
Israel" from "Elijah."
closed with Vaughan Williams’
Williams' perform it. He insisted
that there is no other
“Dona
Pacem."
"Dona Nobis Pacem.”

way to better communicate it.
Such passion explains his
success as his recording of the
"Messiah" is the best-selling on the
“Messiah”
market. His creativity and vitality
provide for a spiritual experience that
give.
few other recordings could give.
Shaw's official awards and
Shaw’s
recognitions are numerous, only

I
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I
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oflives
lives
superseded by the number of
he has touched. We got a glimpse
of the impact, as we waited in line
incredfor the service. It was an incred
Everyexperi_ence in itself. Every
ible experience
. body in line had either performed
adunder his baton or been an ad
ministrator for him. Just before the
doors opened, I walked outside
was.
just to see how long the line was.
It ran all the way down the street
and wrapped around the building.

The hall held 1800 people, and it
was completely filled.
The Atlanta Symphony web
page is posting all of the tributes
that are sent to them, and they are
coming
corning from all over the world. All
tl1e world-famous
musicians, from the
vocalist to the small church-choir
director, are feeling the loss of this
genius. May all musicians strive
for similar excellence in church
music.
music.
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Red
Gracee and Glor
Glory
ed L~ne
Line
y in The Thin R
Grac
Andy Montgomery
Guest writer
After a 20-year hiatus, director
Terrence Malick has returned to the arts
piece of filmmaking in
scene with a brilliant piece_
The Thin Red Line. Malick first received
acclaim for his 1978 piece Days of
o fHeaven,
earning him an Academy Award for Best
DirecCinematography and numerous Best Direc
tor Awards (not the least of which from the
Cannes Film Festival). Since then he had
virtually disappeared from the film scene
film.
until the release of this latest fih.n.
same name
the
of
Based on the novel
by James Jones, The Thin Red Line traces
the lives of a group of men in the crncial
crucial
World War II conflict at Guadalcanal. From
tbe
the unopposed landing on the island at the
start of The Thin Red Line to the final battle,
vathe soldiers of C-company engage in a va
the
Although
riety
riet:y of combat situations.
film may be criticized for not being entirely ·
historically accurate, this aspect does not
seem important. It is obvious that the film
experimen 's existential experi
is more about the men’s
ences. due to the war.
ences,
struggles to
Each character in the film stmggles
purpose in the face of
find meaning and pm])ose
realit:y that the war has thrown
the absurd reality
Some, like the mystical Private
them into. Some.
Witt, played by newcomer James Caviezel.
others.
meaning: others,
search for an underlying meaning;
Penn).
such as the stoic Sgt. Welsh (Sean Penn),
char
desire to simply get through alive. The characters' thoughts are related through a highly
effective use of voiceovers reminiscent of
Wender 's
German
arthouse
house director Wim Wender’s
Gennan art
o f Desire, FarAway,
Far Away, So
So C'/ose)
Close) style.
style
(Wings of
From the opening scenes shot on the
M elanesian islands (just north of
Melanesian
PriGuadalcanal) in which we meet AWOL Pri
vate Witt, it is apparent that this film is fofo
cused on the complex psychological issues
that arise for those involved in war. The
war provides an ideal setting for depicting
man’ss deepest thoughts and fears.
man'
“How did we lose the good that was
"How
Caregiven us? Let it slip away. Scattered. Care
less. What
What’s
's keeping us from reaching out,
touching the glory?"
gloiy?” Witt pensively asks.
This sort of reflective thinking is carried
consistently through the film and seems to
beg a divine answer. Paul states in Romans
matii1:19ff
“what may be known of God is mani
l 9ff, "what
1:
fest in [man],
for
God
has
shown
it to
tman],
[him]...
... since the creation of the world His
[him]
invisible attributes are clearly seen, being
made." It
understood by the things that are made.”
tmth is at the core of the film.
seems that this truth
This recognition of a higher power is
Witt’s voiceovers. LookLook
most evident in Witt's
ing at the mayhem around him contrasted
with the beauty
“Who
beaut:y of nature he asks, '"Who
are you who live in so many
fonns?
ma11y different forms?

You're death to all
You’re
... you're
who live
live...you’re
glory, mercy, peace,
truth. You give a
of
calm
of
calm
.. .:ourage, a
spirit...courage,
spirit.
contented heart."
heart.”
Witt's
W
itt’s search
for transcendence
is placed over
against
the
thoughts of callused Sgt. Welsh
who maintains
m aintains
"there ain't
“there
a in ’t no
this
but
world
one. " This cognione.”
cogni
tive tension builds
throughout the film
culm inating in
culminating
final
's
Welsh
W elsh's
Only
musings
m usings,, "“Only
one thing a man
somecan do: find some
that's his and
thing that’s
Line
m om ent’s solace in The Thin Red Line
Penn in a moment's
make an island for
himself. If I never meet you in this life, let unassumingly renders a 3-hour snap shot
himself
me feel the lack
lack. A glance from your eyes of cinema-realism. In the third hour, as you
yours." Though it is begin to squirm in your seat you get just a
and my life will be yours.”
h o m this comment is didi taste of the seemingly endless nature of
whom
debatable to w
rected.
rected, it seems hard to deny by the end of how the war must have felt for those in it.
char
the film that Welsh and his men are as Whereas Spielberg gives us strong charthink Whether acters to latch onto for the ups and downs
"alone”
to think.
'"alone" as they would like to
Hanks). Malick gives no character
or not Malick himself is a Christian cannot (Tom Hanks),
be known, but in this powerful return to didi . precedence over another. Each man has his
recting it is clear that he is not blind to the own war to fight, he seems to be saying,
excluand no one deserves our attention exclu
attributes” of God.
invisible attributes"
"“invisible
to
attempts
sively.
As
William’s
score
's
Williatn
John
Ironically released in the same year as
manipulate
in
Saving
Private
Ryan,
Hans
another
a11other World War II epic film, Spielberg's
Zimmer 's unpretentiously complements
Saving Private Ryan, the films surprisingly Zimmer’s
nonpro- each scene or at times is effectively non
have little in common. While Spielberg pro
vides us with a formulaic, linear, thrill ride existent in The Thin Red Line.
Those in search of a distinct plot line
(building, climax, and anticlimax), Malick

will be frustrated with the apparent meanmean
ap
dering in this film but anyone who can apalick’s artistry will not be
Malick's
preciate M
pas
disappointed. Sprinkled with reflective passages. glorious shots of nature juxtaposed
juxtaposed
sages,
periwith horrific battle scenes, and long peri
.
challenge
ods of near-silence this film will
the viewer to question all previous cinema
experiences. Currently nominated for 7
Academy Awards, The Thin Red Line
Lim: ought
(kuto take at least one for cinematography (ku
dos to John Toll) if not another for best
director
director. If you are looking for a sensational
roller-coaster, check out Saving Private
Ryan, but if you truly want to be challenged
and left with thinking material for days.
days, go
see The Thin Red
Line.
Redline.

er
The Gre
Great
Kilter
Caper
er Cap
at Kilt
The
Entertainment,
nment, mystery redeem the name of Kilter
Entertai
Angelica Gritter
AngeHca
Guest writer
What do you get when you start with
one hair-brained scavenger hunt idea, add
a couple of gun-toting thugs, a bunch of
mobshady informants, three black-suited mob
sters dealing from smoky cafes, and comcom
plete it all with a rousing swing dance? A
Kilter that will not soon be forgotten!
When Laurel Usher came back from
Christmas Break, she returned with a crazy
plan that would restore Kilter to its days of
glory. Not wanting
dance.
wat1ting Kilter to bejust a dat1ce.
Usher had the idea of a scavenger hunt
that would involve students and faculty
facult:y in

Chat
a wild goose chase around downtown Chattanooga. Her CAB board took the idea and
tl1eme
ran with it, coming up with a mobster theme
and ironing out the wrinkles to make the
plan run smoothly.
Kilter attendees were unsuspectingly
011 Friday night
herded into the Great Hall on
Infradig. While milling
to the sounds of Infradig.
about, finding tables and getting drinks,
the students were oblivious to the surprissurpris
ing night ahead. It began innocently
enough with President Brock offering a
toast to start the evening, but the peace
was shattered by the entrance of several
thugs firing their weapons in the air and
kidnapping President Brock. He was

whisked off into the inky night leaving
leaYing the
Great Hall in confusion.
One bystander found a ransom note
audience .
which she read to the stunned audience.
Each table was to use the clue in their cen
centerpiece to follow the trail and find Presi
PresiBrock At first some groaned at the
dent Brock.
thought of a scavenger
hunt, but poverty
poYerty-scaYenger hunt.
tJ1ought
stricken students were soon animated by
the mention of a one hundred
ard .
reward
l11111dred dollar rew
cnish for the door
door
Suddenly there was a cmsh
ingiYen led to one of six ""in
The clues given
countformants ...' The
The master plan was not count
ing 011
CoHnant students
on intelligent Covenant

see Kilter, page 16
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Lady·
Lady Scots finishing strollg
strong

'

Rob Uthlaut
RobUthlaut
Guest writer

Kristy Clark lays up two of her 30
Joecogiiandro
Joe
Cogliandro
points against Virginia lntermont
Interm ont on February 6

Junior guard Chrystal Coffey led
the Montreat Lady Cav'
Cavaliers
alters to a mild
upset victory on 'January
January 30 in
McAlister Gymnasium in Montreat.
This one had the makings of an upset
from the beginning as Montreat scored
the first 5 points of the game and then
started the second half with a 13-2 run
over the first 6 minutes. This proved
to be too big of a hole for Covenant to
dig out of
of. However, they made a run
at it in the second half with a 9-0 streak
of their own. Joanna Hessenbruch hit
h..it
2 straight three-pointers, and Lowe hit
a jump shot in the lane to cut the lead
to 56-47 at the 12:24 mark. That was as
close as they could get the rest of the
way as the hot shooting of Coffey and
the nifty moves of Leigh Jones kept
the Lady Scots at bay
bay. Coffey and
Jones led Montreat with 26 and 16
points respectively. Clark and Lowe

Intramural sportsmanship
Kate Stewart
Guest writer
The purpose of the Covenant College
Program, as stated in the curcur
Intramural Program.
rent handbook, is to give participants ·'edu“edu
and enjoyable activity.
activity... 111
in an
cational a11d
environment of healthy competition
." The
competition."
attitude around campus supports the idea
that changes in this year's basketball pro
program have helped to make the competitive
environment a more positive experience for
all involved. One major innovation to the
program was the division of both women
and men's
men’s basketball into two leagues,
leagues,
based on level of competition
competition. According
to one of the directors, Krista Deutschmann,
“more incentive for teams,”
the split lends to "more
teams,"
because players know they will be competcompet
ability, Ju11°
Jun
ing against people with similar ability.
ior Katie Stortz reinforced Deutschmann
Deutschmann’s
's
opinion, believing the leagues bring more
fun competition and equal level of play. The
flm
helpful to referees as well.
system has been helpfol
Divi
Referee Nick Herndon said that the Division of play has helped to cut the number
of complaints by participants.
As discussed in a previous Bagpipe
pro
article, the new sportsmanship policy prorefer
vides a grading system for teams and referees. Despite efforts by the Intramural staff
to promote a positive playing environment,
bad sportsmanship has still been a minor
men’s league, several play
problem. In the men's
playre ·
ers have been ejected from games as a result of negative attitudes and poor conduct.
suit

scored 22 points apiece, but it was not
enough. This was a big game for both
teams as each was trying to solidify
their positions for the TVAC tourna
tournament next month. Montreat improved
to 9-10 (5-6 TVAC, 8th place). Covenant
fe1lto8-13
(6-7TVAC,
Theteams
fell to 8-13 (6-7
TVAC, 7th place). The
teams
will meet again in the final regular season
game for both teams on February 19.
Twenty-third ranked Lee Univer
University (NAIA Division I) exerted their
dominance in convincing fashion with
an 89-55 win over Covenant at Scot
Scotland Court on February 4. Six-foot cen
center Beth Bertram
Bertram proved to be an
unstoppable force inside for the Lady
Flames, scoring 17 points on 7-13
Flames,
shooting. Lee got an early burst from
guard Jennifer Shephard, who liit
hit her
first three 3-pointers on the way to a 4
for 7 night from behind the arc as the
Lady Flames ran out to a 50-26 halftime
lead. Lee started the second half with a
10~4
10-4 nm
nin as they cruised to the victory.
victory'.
Turnovers killed Covenant as they
amassed 30 for-the game. NAIA DiviDivi
sion II leading scorer Kristy Clark was
held to just 15 points on the night
nigi1t for
Covenant, whose one bright spot was
a 21-point effort from forward Clair
Lowe. The win gives Lee the season
Covsweep. Lee improves to 18-3, while Cov

enant drops to 8-14.
rurned into
A close game at halftime turned
a rout as Covenant put away Virginia .
Intermont
intermont 89-75 on February 6. Kristy
perClark bounced back from a 15-point per
formance against Lee to lead all scorers
with 30 points. Clair Lowe also scored
25 points for the Lady Scots. The Lady
Jusrus
Cobras were led by Davis and Justus
with 21 and 18 points respectively. The
win was a big one for Covenant, ending
a 2-game skid as the Lady Scots imim
proved to 9-14 (7-7 TVAC).
The Covenant ladies rode the back
of a 29-point
29~point performance by Clair Lowe
to a 74-68 victory over rival Tennessee
February
Temple at Scotland Court on February'
9. The win avenged a December loss in
Chattanooga. Lowe also added 12 re
rebounds for the Lady Scots. Covenant
won their second straight heading into
the homestretch ofTVAC
of TVAC play to raise
their record to 10-14. With the loss, Ten
Tennessee Temple fell to 17-9 and were led
by Savage's 12 points and 9 rebounds.
This weekend past the Lady Scots
won both of their ggames
a m e s ((against
a g a in s t
Bluefield and Alice Lloyd) to move up
to third place in the Tennessee Valley
Athletic Conference. At the time this
presses. scores
print analog went to the presses,
were unavailable.

Though there have been no ejections from either
women's league, at least one female participant
women’s
unneceswas shocked by the nasty remarks and unneces
sary physical aggressiveness during a par
particular game.
Incidents of poor sportsmanship
sportsm anship
should not occur, especially at a college
that aims to make "Christ
“Christ pre-eminent"
pre-eminent” in
"all
“all things."
things ' The policy of the intramural
as of 2.15.99
program is to pray before each event, in
order to, as the handbook states, "s
“show
how
every
that we seek to honor the Lord in everything we
we-do."
do.” Is
is it not ·contradictory
contradictory' to ac
acMen________
Men
knowledge Christ before the game and to
1 . Felchabuts 5-1
1.
1 . Stoked 7-0
1.7-0
defy him with words and actions on the
22.. Dinosaurs 6-0
22.. Your Mom 6-1
court? Keep in mind that a Christian's
Christian’s atti
attitude on the court should reflect his or her
3. Troy’s
Troy's Team 4-2
3. Joe Staven 5-2
relationship with Christ. A bad call by a ref
ref4. NIPS 3-3
4. The Crew 5-3
eree or an inappropriate attih1de
attitude by an op
op5. Wonderbread 3-3
5. Blackwatch 5-3
ponent does not justify an equally negative
6 . Quick and Thick 2-4
response.
6.
response. In addition, winning
wim1ing should not
Beiz Men 3-4
6.
6 . II Belz
be the only reason for participation. When
7. D00D00
DooDoo Brown 1-5
7. Green Jelly 3-4
victory becomes a team or player's
victoiy
goal,
player ·s main goal.
88.. Lynch Mob 0-6
8.
8 . Just For Exercise 1-6
enjoyment of the sport can be quickly lost.
the e1~joyment
9. Superchodged 1-6
The intramural program is a great op
opporhmity
portunity for the talented and non-talented
10. B.NS
BNS 0-7
alike to interact with sh1dents,
students, alumni,
alumni, and
Women
staff and to have fon
fun through healthy comcom
1 . Bomb Sisters 4-0
1.
1.
1 . WWW.NET 5-0
petition. Most participants exhibit positive
attirudes
attitudes and love playing, as implied by
22.. Tucka Tucka 2-1
2.
2 . Streakers 3-1
the great percentage of sh1dent
student body par
par3. La Femme Felchabuts 4-2
3. Mama Said 3-1
ticipation. Huge thank-yous go to directors
4. Baby Got Back 1-3
4. Flashers 1-4
Chris Render and Krista Deutschmann for
5. Tanterlicks 1-3
their dedication to the program and their
5. Buff & Stuff 0-3
attempts to make intramurals e1~joyable,
enjoyable, fair,
fair.
66.. Centrality 1-4
6 . Nimrods 0-3
6.
and healthily competitive for all involved.

Intramuralbasketballstan~
basketibaflstandings
A-League

B-League
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Scots vying for playoff slot
With three straight wins, the Scots
vaulted themselves into third place in the
TVAC as they head into the last leg of the
Covenant’s successful
regular season. Covenant's
conferhomestand included two wins over confer
ence foe Virginia Intermont and rival Lee
University. Unfortunately, Covenant lost a
tough game to Tennessee Temple by the
score of85-76
of 85-76.
This past week, Cedric Thomas bebe
came the seventeenth player in Covenant
Lead
mark Lead000 point mark.
history to eclipse the l1000
ing the team and the league in field goal
percentage this season (58.6), Thomas has
Covenant's allslid into sixteenth place on Covenant’s
l 041 points
time scoring leaders list with 1041

(before the Temple game).
Jake Walls, who is twelfth on the list
with 125
12555 points (pre-Temple), is second in
the league in points per game (20.6) and
second in the nation (NAIA) in free-throw
percentage (93.5). Walls was nominated for
the league's
league’s Player of the Week but was
TVAC.
shafted by the powers that be in the TVAC.
The award was given to Nathan Blanton of
outperTennessee Wesleyan who was outper
catformed by Walls in every pertinent cat
egory. Coach Brooks appealed the decision
citing the fact that Walls even led the team
to a 3-0 record during the week
week. Blanton's
Blanton’s
couldn't compare, but Brooks'
statistics couldn’t
Brooks’
argument was unsuccessful.
Last weekend Covenant traveled to
Bluefield and Alice Lloyd, losing two close
games in as many days by a total of five

e

Joe Cogiiandro

John Sweet
Sports editor
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Temple
defenders against Tennessee Tem
off Scot defenders
C edric Thom
as heads up a host o
ple
Thomas
Cedric

points. Numbers were unavailable at the
tim
e this print analog went to the
time

presses. The Scots last homegame of the
presses.The
season is tonight at 7:00 against Montreat.

“bread and circus''?
circus”?
College basketball or twentieth-century ''bread
Hariler
Ben Harper
Staff writer
itl"
"Thanks
“Thanks for coming, we enjoyed it!"
team
yelled a fan
fa n of
o f th
e vvisiting
is itin g te
a m obnoxobnox
the
iously. as he filed by me beating on a bass
drum,
dmm, with mocking blue paint smudged all

.......

may
Covenant
Sporting events at C
Sporting
ovenant m
ay provide

over his face. This scene flashed before
basof last Tuesday
Tuesday’s
's bas
my eyes at the close oflast
ketball game against Tennessee Temple
University. Unfortunately this was not a
delusion, or nightmare; it really happened.
This will not be your average sports
statisarticle. I am not writing to give the statis
tics, or to analyze the key plays, but I will
dis
make mention of some things that were disturbing as I tried to watch the game. It is
not my purpose to rebuke, or to point a

mega what is a popular event among the student
ing shrill sounds emitting from a megaphone makes me wonder how much of this body, but from one perspective it might not
paraphernalia and aimless noise has even be too far off the mark. Athletic events are
the slightest relevance to the game that was places were people can throw off almost all
restraints and vent any range of pent-up
being played on the court.
emotions. or relieve their stress by yelling
One could constantly hear a verbal emotions,
quiet.
barrage coming from both sides of the at someone. There is no need to be quiet,
purposeful. or even kind when
thoughtful. purposeful,
dis- thoughtful,
stands. Perhaps the most dis
screaming.
yelling. screaming,
of this battle you are in the midst of a yelling,
couraging aspect of
crowd. One might even go so far as
\\as that it was about things jeering crowd,
was
lisuch as what kind of clothes to say that athletic events give people li
someone was wearing, and not cense to be subhuman. It is a time when all
non-existent
even the slightest bit connected societal fetters are seemingly non-existent.
nothi_ng at
to the happenings on the court. One can just yell at someone, or nothing
i l l 111
It seems to me that we could do all, for no reason. If you would like to you
this sort of shallow name call
call- can ridicule someone because their pants
in\\·hen you can in
ing without having a basketball are too tight. It's a time when
\'anity. while
game to distract us from our dulge in just about any aimless vanity,
most -people
people will not think a thing of it.
little verbal battles.
In conclusion.
I would
\\ould like to ask if
I would like to reiterate
would the
like to reiterate
the
intend- this kind of atmosphere is something that
fact that I am in no way intend
supported + I1
of and supported.+
ing to take anything away from should be approved of.
do
not
mean
that
we
should
not go to
the game of basketball. I used
games
and
cheer
for
our
friends
playing,
or
playing.
to play in games
ga_mes that took place
friends who arc
are cheering. I1
in an environment very
very much just be with our friei1ds
athpositi, e sides of ath
like the one that was experi
experi- think that one of the positive
unity. or
enced the other night. I like letics is that it gives a sense of unity,
colbasketball, and I appreciate the solidarity, to a larger group such as a col
time and dedication of the play
play- lege. It is natural to get excited about
someJoe Cogiiandro
nd
ers.
ers, but I just cannot make the things, and to desire to be a part of some
a needed vent for raucous mob energies
energies JoeCoglia ro
athoneself. I think that ath
connection between the game thing larger than oneself
letics
can
offer
a
chance
for
this
kind
of
lake place in
of the Scots·
Scots’. home games this year and and some of the things that take
ha,e
doe·s
energetic
unity,
but
what
does
this
have
to
unity.
have enjoyed watching them play, but as I gyms while games are being played. Maybe
oppos,,ith lambasting the fans of the oppos
watched the game I coi1ld
could not help but nono it is not so bad that people are free to get do with
0\ er
one ·s temper over
school. or losing one's
tice the hostile atmosphere.
rowdy, excited about something, or support their ing school,
atmosphere. It was rowdy,
Percall'.' Per
tri,ial as a missed call'.’
students, but it appears that some something as trivial
loud, and even chaotic at times. There is fellow sh1dents,
or
"hat is needed is a readjustment of
attempt- haps what
no problem with cheering loudly for one
one’s
's expend all of their energy and wits attempt
our
perspective,
and
some
thought
about
perspecti,e.
ing
to
out-do.
and
the
other
school's
fans.
out-do,
team, as I did for the Scots, but some of
general In light of
An image that comes to mind is that of purpose of athletics in general.
barwhat was going on seems to be almost bar
this
we
might
choose
to attend athletic
reali1.e
circuses.-- I realize
baric.
baric, and not even pertaining to what was the Roman "bread and circuses."
events
for
different
reasons,
and to beha\e
bch:l\-:
reasons.
taking place on the court. Seeing people that it may seem harsh for me to assign e,ents
thnc .
arc there
w.c are
"hen we
difTerently when
the.; masses to differentlv
hear- such an image of appeasing the
?) and hear
dressed like football players ((.. .?)
moralistic finger at anyone. I would rather
simply like to examine and raise some quesques
today"s athtions about what happens at today’s
ath
letic events.
I attended the Temple game a couple
of weeks
,,eeks ago. as many Covenant students
ha\'e been to several
did I must say
sav that I have
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Kilter, from page 13
immediately figuring out their
clues, then hurtling
hurtling down the
clues.
mountain at high speeds, so some
of the informants were beaten to.
their drops by eager participants.
participants.
notoriHowever, informants are notori
ous for keeping information-seekers waiting, so it worked out to be
true to character.
character. Corrie "Queen
“Queen
inof Swing”
Ranta! was dealing in
Swing" Rantal
formation out of a car, with Caleb
at
M onroe
nearby
the
Monroe
M cDonald’s
playground. Isaac
's playground.
McDonald
Wardell could be found saunter
sauntering around the towing museum,

real McCoy.
McCoy.”"
he was the "“real
Michelle Seda threw people
off with her broken English
and colorful Spanish skirt.
Those who made it past Seda
may.
may . have run into Scott
Anderson and Olivia Pugh or
Justin Walton and Kristen
Brauer. But they only got the
Marnext clue from Marquis.
Marquis. Mar
quis sent the groups to their
source--one
final information source—one
Thee
" dons" (seen Th
of three “dons”

Godfather?)..
Godfather?)
...
Fore
Dean Raymond, Dr. Foreman and Dr. Morton spent FriJ o iliP tH
a
y
d
■os'V* M - :
evening in
The Pickle
'
B a r r e l ,,
Barrel
Greyfriar’s
Greyfriar 's
a nn d d
Rembrandt's,
Renurandt's,
rrespecespec
Cherith Johnson
limb
The cruel and unusual "Don
“Don Formanzo,"
Formanzo, captured on film at great risk of life and limb
tively. ForeFore
stuff. It was a lively ending to a
Soon after the Great Kilter stuff
m
an sat with of some of the students surprised
man
forgetti1~g their
evening. Not forgetting
his back to the CAB and made for a change of Caper ended, the music and swing great evening.
began. Couples moved free Kilter T-shirt, many couples
plans. The mobsters hustled him dancing began.
wall, downing plans.
unforccappuccmos
a p p u c c in o s to the bottom of the overlook quickly onto the dance floor, and headed out having had an unfor
' 99 . AlAl
coinciden the Great Hall was filled with a gettable time at Kilter ‘99.
fotmd, coincidenand directing where he was found,
though in the past Kilter has had
y ra tin g commotion
c o m m o tio n ooff swinging
sw in g in g
qy the first group up the ggyrating
to tally, by
students
their final desdes mountain. Apparently captivity arms and legs. It was aa pleasant a reputation for not being the most
Corrie
tination
ti nation in a agreed with President Brock, as surprise that even though many exciting event of the year. Conic
smnmary of the evening
lessons. they Rantal’s
Rantal's summary
hadn ' t taken lessons,
re- people hadn’t
“happy” and re
voice . he seemed very "happy''
gravely voice.
consen
clutch went out and danced the night seemed to be the general consenA trom
bone appeared in the Great Hall clutchtrombone
What
..
.
obscr,cd
She
observed,
"What
Laurel
sus.
circle
away.
before
midnight,
a
circlc
midnight.
Just
walking
and
ing
bottle
w
alking
a
leant him an
did
with
Kilter
this
year
re
rereally
.
of
clapping
people
formed,
and
formed
apartsy air, and his unsteadily. The criminals were ap
,.
Kilter
deemed
the
name
of
Kilter."
couples
took
turns
strutting
their
strntting
ccompanion
o m p a n i o n prehended, and the plot foiled.
~ · was a woman
words..
..,~ ooff few words
Morton
passed
E
.,
5 the evening at Stephanie Glass
■smooth, honey
velvety-smooth,
The Hellcats of Love provided velvety
a corner table Guest writer
Brock’s kidnapping
sweet entertainment prior to Brock's
kidnapping
witli
beauwith three beau
The hiking trails located on the upper
while Nancy Young was down the tiful blondes, calmly answering an ·
street lounging on the brick onslaught of inquiries with his half of Lookout Mountain, including the
Eastern side, have been closed since the
couch. Meanwhile, Steve Wykoff Cheshire grin firmly in place.
Christmas. Due to
and Joey Redd stayed on the
The final clue amounted to: ice storm that hit before Christmas
's in the damage from the storm, there has been
Candyman’s
"Go home; The Candyman
mountain—Steve
mountain-Steve at the Mountain “Go
I'd a large amount of debris from trees and
iflI were Brock I’d
Maze and Joey at the Favorite over his head; if
be
praying
right
now”
(kudos
to shrnus
shrubs on the trails making them impassimpass
now"
Market. These informants would
Jeanne
Faucheux
who
helped
with
able.
reonly give the next clue if they re
According to Mr. Brown of the EastEast
password. From the clues). Investigators Jake
ceived the proper password.
Associa
Caitlin Pettit, Rachel ern National Park and Monument Associathese six informants, all searchers Patton, Caitlin
Pow ell,, Jon M
ullen,, Matt
M att tion, the maintenance crews currently
Mullen
Powell
were sent to the Walking Bridge.
Cherith Johnson
closed
No clue that the Ochs trails are closed
sev Novenson, Carrie Stewart, Erin employed at Point Park are not large enough
On the walking bridge, sevAs illegally removed. If a ranger catches anyone on the
eral decoys were w
andering Lively and Mike Mahoney were to handle the cleanup process themselves. The Aswandering
sum
be- trails, the offender will be given a citation and summoun sociation will eventually hire an outside crew to be
around, but none of them anan the first to race back up the mounmoned
to
court.
the
judge
would
make
court,
in
Once
the
trails,
but
until
then,
the
trails
will
clearing
tain,
with
hot
their
gin
on
cars
mean
other
don't
"it
to
swered properly “it don’t
complethe final decision, which could involve the comple
a thing if
it ain’t
swing.” trail. Although President Brock remain closed indefinitely.
ain't got that swing."
ifit
apof ap
Park.
tion
service
Point
Instead
at
hours
of
Originally,
all
signs
that
indicating
had
trailheads
Only Marty Marquis answered was supposed to be found on the
.
fine
a
pearing
in
pay
basic
fine.
could
offender
the
court,
the
trials
were
closed.
However,
some
may
have
been
properly to that password since chapel catwalk, the quick return
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College'
c/o Covenant College·
14049 Scenic Hwy
Lookout Mtn., GA 30750

Trails closed due to winter storin
storm

